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Horns A'Plenty

Hubbard
pondering
return to
politics
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — On
a wall of Carroll Hubbard's law
office is a picture of him sitting
in the White House Oval Office,
chatting with President Gerald
Ford.
On another wall is a
framed collection _ of
campaign
and
cards
newspaper
headlines
that reflect
the successes in his
political
Hubbard
career as a
state senator and congressman.
There's also a photo of
President Harry Truman, and a
campaign poster from 1948 that
promotes the candidacies of
Truman, Alben Barkley of
Paducah for vice president,
Virgil Chapman — who was
running for the U.S. Senate —
and U.S. Rep. Noble Gregory.
For more than 25 years,
Hubbard's life was devoted to
politics and his drive to someday
be elected Kentucky governor.
However, that portion of his
political career came to an
abrupt end in 1992 when he lost
the Democratic primary.
In the aftermath of his loss,
he was convicted of misusing
campaign funds and his congressional staff. He spent two

years and 20 days in a federal
prison, five months in a halfway
house, one month on home
incarceration and three years on
probation.
Many who knew Hubbard
worried about him and wondered how he would fare outside
ths_political arena that had consumed his life.
Although it took some time,
Hubbard says he's happy and at
peace, and has put the events of
the 1990s behind him. For him,
2001 was a pivotal year in which
his rights were restored to vote
and he regained his law license
after a contentious battle with
the Kentucky Bar Association.
In June 1998, he married Vivian
Taylor of Eddyville and they
live in Reidland.
He said the support of his
family and his roots as the son of
a Baptist minister helped him
cope. In the entrance of his law
office is a large portrait of his
late father, Dr. Carroll Hubbard
Sr. Next to it is a smaller photo
of his mother, Beth Hubbard,
who died earlier this year. In
other parts of the office are photos of his daughters and grandchildren.
He was apprehensive about
resuming work as an attorney
because he had been out of the
profession since he was elected
to Congress in 1975. He said the
•See
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international education
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Hog farming
on rise in Ky.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)—
The hog farming industry is on
the rise in Kentucky.
A Tennessee company,Tosh
Farms, plans to open about 50
western
more barns in
Kentucky. That would boost
the state's hog population by
nearly 38 percent over the next
move
years and
three
Kentucky from 20th to 18th in
state hog births.
Company president Jimmy
Tosh said he chose Kentucky
to expand because its farmers
are familiar with contract poultry farming, and the state offers
a tax break on building barns.
Kentucky does not charge a

See
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sales tax on the cost of construction materials for barns.
In Tennessee, the tax is as
much as 9.75 percent, Tosh
said. That translates to a
$29,000 savings on a $400,000
barn.
Tosh said he paid $6,000 in
Tennessee taxes just for the
floor at a barn built to supply
his Kentucky contractors with
sows. Tosh also said he wants
growers to be within 60 to 70
miles of his headquarters in
Henry, Tenn., just across the
state line.
Carlisle County farmer Don

Jr. Food Mart 04
1302 Main St.• Marra)

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Education comes outside the
classroom too. At Murray State,
the educational mission includes
an international component.
The international mission is
fulfilled both with MSU faculty
and students traveling abroad
through a variety of universityand
programs
supported
exchanges with foreign colleges
as well as enrolling international
students.
Of the more than 10,000 students registered for the coming
school year, about 330 will be
on campus from other countries,
MSU President Dr. King
Alexander said in a recent interview. In addition, there are about
130 students enrolled in the
English as a Second Language
program. which often leads to
them pursuing their higher education degree.
While students come from
many countries, many freshmen
enrolled are from India. Japan,
Korea and Morocco. In recent
years, MSU also has attracted
Thailand,
from
students
Indonesia. Belize and Germany.
"We need the international
students at Murray State very
badly to help our students understand world culture and the new
economic endeavors that are
reshaping the globe daily,"
Alexander said. "They bring a
wealth of experience and perspective to our classes, to our
residential colleges and to our
faculty that are instrumental in
providing high-quality educa-

MSU Photo

Officials from Chosun University in Gwangju, Korea,
recently visited Murray State University to discuss a
future exchange program and collaborative work between
the two schools. During the visit plans were finalized for
at least 23 students from Chosun University to come to
Murray this month. The students will attend MSU at least
a
one year and will take a combination of English as
Second Language classes and regular Murray State
courses. The Korean delegation included Byung-Choon
Im, coordinator of the office of external affairs; Dr. HyungShik Jung, professor In the department of business; and
Dr. F.
Dr. Byung-Wook Jo, vice president. Jo, left and
agreean
signed
formally
,
president
King Alexander, MSU
ment between the two schools.
culture from him then I ever
tion.
Alexander received an inter- could have in a textbook in the
national education as a student state of Florida," Alexander
in Florida. There, he met a remembered. 'That's what we
Russian friend who went on to must bring to Murray — these
become a astrophysicist. "I opportunities for interaction and
learned more about the Russian intellectual growth."
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Murray State is developing
new relationships with universities in other countries, including
Vietnam and China. Alexander
said these partnerships are cropping up in part because of a new
interest in higher education in
other countries.
Although some have limited
access or offerings. MSU has 21
active exchange programs. The
newest is with Yantai Normal
University in China, for which a
contract was signed in July to
begin the exchange of faculty
and students. An agreement also
was signed with Bandung
Islamic University in Indonesia.
The program is still being established, but it will be Murray's
first in that country.
Also this summer. MSU
finalized plans with Chosun
University to send at least 23
students from Gwangju, Korea,
to Murray to take a combination
of ESL classes and regular MSU
courses. While four Bahraini
students are studying in Murray
through a U.S. Agency for
DevelopmentInternational
funded project, officials from
MSU and the University of
Bahrain discussed future collaborations between their students
and faculty.
"Creating opportunities to
interact with people from all
over the globe protects them
from inappropriate stereotypes
and other profiles that are usually assumed by people who
haven't had good, strong educa-
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PolicaSheriffin

III Hubbard ...

Murray Police Department
the territory of the toughest •A motorcycle was reported stolen from 903-A Northwood at 6:57
nval, then-Lt. Gos. Paul Patton a.m. Fnday.
of Pikevilk
apprehension quickly subsided.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 308 N. Fifth St. at 304 p.m
But both Hubbards lost. "It Friday
"I enjoy practicing law very
was the biggest mistake I ever •A gas drive oft was reported at 13th and Main streets.
much." he said in an interview.
made," Hubbard now admits. • Someone came into the department at 3:26 p.m. Friday to
"Fortunately. I stay very busy
"When I lost, I was shocked report a theft
and have many clients." At 68,
There was a lot of political fall- • Jamille Hudspeth, 28, of Murray, was arrested Friday for firsthe's one of the oldest active
out. and 1 never saw it coming." degree trafficking a controlled substance.
attorneys in the region.
Asked about his current polit- • Darnell Foster, 20, of Murray. was arrested Friday for posses"With my federal pension as
ical interests. Hubbard said, sion of manjuana and contempt of court.
a congressman. I could retire if I
-The state Senate may be • A car was on fire at 11 44 p.m Saturday at Meadowlark
wanted, hut 1 couldn't imagine
appealing
me." Thai's where Apartments.
not working." he said. "I'd
Hubbard began his political • Two people were charged after a traffic stop Saturday. A juverather do that than go to a fastcareer in 1968, when he lived in nde was charged with first-offense driving under the influence and
food restaurant to dnnk coffee
Mayfield and represented the 1st possession of marijuana. Nick Miller, 18, was arrested for posfor two or three hours and
Senate District until he went to session of marijuana.
debate issues."
Congress in 1975.
Also in 2001, Hubbard ended
•A gas can was reported stolen from 1001 Vine St. at 1031 am
His home in Reidland is in Sunday
a political hiatus by attending
the 2nd District represented by
Democratic and other events
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Sen. Bob Leeper, a former •Purchase Area Paving reported gas stolen from trucks on Ky. 94
surrounding the Fancy Farm
The Paducah SurvAP Photo
Democrat, former Republican East at 7:45 a.m. Friday. Extra patrol was requested for overnight
Picnic. Since then, he has
attended community festivals Former Congressman Carroll Hubbard stands next to and now an independent. Leeper hours.
and events, something he was some of the political photos and memorabilia at his law hasn't said whether he will seek • Medication was reported missing from a Irvin Cobb Road resinoted for during his days as a office in Paducah, Ky.
re-election when his term dence at 1:05 p.m. Friday. A second-degree burglary case was
congressman.
expires next year. "A lot of peo- opened.
He has found that most of his served as president. It was one expensive because of the size of ple have been encouraging me to • A caller from Alexander Drive reported Saturday someone came
former constituents dismissed of the largest freshman classes the district — it extends more run (as a Damoarat)." Hubbard into his residence through the back door he left opened and stole
his legal problems and federal and included 20 Republicans than 250 miles from the said. "But I like Bob Leeper."
a .22-caliber gun. A first-degree burglary case is under investigaconviction, and remember his and 7i Democrats. '1 doubt Mississippi River to just 50
Hubbard said he also could tion.
work as congressman. "One of you'll ever see 75 freshman miles south of Lexington.
move back to Mayfield and run • A single-vehicle crash was reported at 6:15 p.m. Saturday on
the benefits of being a congress- Democrats elected again,"
Also, he said he has given up for the 1st District seat held by Dunbar Road. Angela R. Austin, 40, of New Concord. was travelman is that people still recognize Hubbard said of the backlash his dream of being governor, Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray. ing south on Dunbar Road when her vehicle went off the right
my name." he said.
from the Nixon-Watergate affair. and acknowledges it was that The term expires in 2008. and shoulder of a curve. She overcorrected and came back onto the
However, being a former He said 35 members attended ambition that caused him to lose Winters, 70, already has road, continuing sideways into a tree line beside the northbound
congressman also has its draw- the reunion.
announced he wants a second lane. The vehicle turned over several times until it hit a large tree.
the congressional race in 1992.
backs.
Immediately after his release
Hubbard said he planned to tecm.
bringing it to a stop. Austin was transported to Murray-Calloway
"I do a lot of pro bono (free) from pnson. Hubbard had no run for governor in 1995 and
Hubbard said that if he did County Hospital with a compound fracture to her left ankle and a
work." he said. "People come in plans ever to run for political thought it was good political run for office, he knows possible head injury. She remains there in stable condition, a
and ask me for help the same as office again, he said. That has strategy for his then-wife, Carol Republicans would target his MCCH spokeswoman said this morning.
they did when I was in ehanged. He now is considering Brown Hubbard, to run for the legal problems after he left • A theft was reported at a Kirksey Road residence at 1:26 p.m.
Congress. I help them when I a political race, but it won't be 5th District seat in Congress in Congress. Despite that, Hubbard Sunday_
can
for the congressional seat he eastern Kentucky. If she had feels he still has a lot of support— Information is obtained from reports, logs
Hubbard said he still owes held from 1974 until 1992. A won, he felt it would have ers who appreciate the work he
and citations from various agencies
the federal government about congressional race would be too expanded his political base into did as a congressman.
$I 8.000 from the $165,000 he
was ordered to pay in restitution
andthe cost of his federal incarceration, and make' monthly
payments of $1,075.a: •
said. "Universities are the first
He said his pension for his 18 From Front
to form relationships across
years as a congressman is about
international borders and they
$60,000 a year before taxes and Lions," Alexander said.
Additionally, there are 15 are the last to break them in
health insurance.
Earlier this summer, he inactive programs, some of times of trouble."
Nationally, U.S. universities
returned to Washington for the which are being revived or refo30th anniversary of the congres- cused in a variety of countries. are seeing a decline in attracting
sional class of 1975 of which he including Morocco, China and international
students.
Korea. Overall, MSU has Alexander said it is the result of
worked with schools in 19 coun- the heightened barriers that
tries. but Alexander said the haven't subsided since internaNuncE
most successful collaboration tional tensions have been raised
•
Murray
Code
has
come
between
the as well as the college focus in
Enforcement Board is meetUniversity of Regensburg in other nations changing, espeing at 4 p.m today to have
cially in Europe where officials
Germany and Murray State.
public hearings on two propare encouraging migration for
Another
new
approach
to
erty maintenance code violamaking MSU more global is education.
tions — John Losee at 106 N.
Alexander quoted what one
using online classes to reach
13th
St
and
Thomas
other nations. For example, Australian education official
Muhleman at 507 Pine St.
about 40 students from Cyprus told him about what's been
•Calloway County Fiscal
are enrolled in Murray State's called the "creative class," a
Court is scheduled to meet at
7 p.m. Tuesday at the Weaks
Internet-based master's in busi- group of international students
Community Center Items on
ness administration program. who went on to bring success to
the agenda include the disThe program started in January, the high-tech Silicone Valley in
cussion of clean-ups planned
University of Bahrain photo
so this is the first fall semester California and spent years in
at 50 illegal dump sites
America earning doctorates in Murray State University recently signed memorandum of understanding with the
it's been available.
around the county, the first
Expanding
international engineering and related fields: University of Bahrain for the exploration of faculty and student exchanges, as well as
reading of the new county tax
options — whether that's going "We appreciate you putting up collaboration between the two universities on a number of student and faculty research
rate ordinance and personnel
to another country or attracting all the barriers. Now we are get- projects. Currently, four Bahraini students are studying in Murray through a project
appointments for the coming
other cultures — also is easier ting all your engineering and funded by the U.S. Agency for International Development,
year
"The English Language
when
harriers
are
less. scientists. We are getting them Teacher Training Cohort
•To report a Town Crier
Initiative." Dr. Gary Brockway, right, MSU provost and vice
International awareness and fear to go to school in Australia."
item. call 753-1916.
Alexander worries that other president for academic affairs at Murray State, and Dr. Mohammed Al-Sayed, vice preswere heightened after the terrorist attacks on Sept. I I. 2001, but countries are saying the same ident for academic programs and scientific research at the University of Bahrain, are
Introducing
some of the hesitation to interact thing.
',ions we make today don't put in the future with other nations economic commodities
"We need to be real cau- us at an economic disadvantage who see these students as high
with other nations has subsided
The BusinessOwners'
tious," he said, "that the decifor higher education purposes.
Choice Policy.
"The imponant part of the
international mission is univerIllt
sities don't really have state or
u,in.-460weers
hnice
country borders," Alexander
"The five barns built in value, meaning nearly $35,000 from 950,000 in 1990. The state
From Front
Carlisle County last year was a in annual property taxes on ranked 20th in the country in
e I ""- • ""
Thornsbrough has built three big plus for us because it Allen County hog barns and hog births last year with
ss,
barns for Tosh Farms hogs, allowed people from other coun- land valued at just more than $4 762,000. North Carolina was
".".41?"
choosing swine over chickens ties to come and view them," million.
Tonight will be
No. I with 19.9 million births,
The BEST choice for
because they generate more Tosh said. 'There is just not
Allen
County
partly cloudy.
Judge- according
to
the
U.S.
HIGH:
your business!
profit with less work.
going to be near as much odor." Executive Johnny Hobdy said Department of Agriculture.
Tuesday will be
-This can be a lifesaver for
Kelli Edging, principal at such revenue helped open parks
partly cloudy
Jerry Gresham, chairman of
We give you :Yoe Choke of
us," said Thomsbrough. 54. "I Carlisle County High School, and add a deputy sheriff last the Department of Agriculture at
with highs in the
insurance coverages at in one
am convinced I made the right located about a mile from year.
the University of Tennessee at
upper 80s.
convenient package
decision."
Thornsbrough's barns, said she
"The tax revenue was kind of Martin, said Tosh's expansion
Tuesday night
Tosh said residents might be doesn't smell the hogs at the a needed and welcomed thing." represents the consolidation of
will be party
Contact your State Auto agent
surprised by the lack of smell school, only when she drives he said.
pork production to larger, more
cloudy with lows
today and take ownership of your
But
Aloma
Dew
of efficient farms and operators.
in the upper 60s. from his barns. They have no past them.
business insurance
open lagoons but rely instead on
"It's not pleasant. but it's Owensboro, a field representa- Tosh's proximity to Kentucky
a decades-old method of slotted something you expect when you tive for the Sierra Club, said and its ample supplies of corn
floors over enclosed pits to col- live in a farming conununity," people should be "outraged" make the state a likely place for
lect waste.
she said. "It's how people in this over Kentucky's "weak environ- the company to recruit farmers,
Fans vent the barns. The community make money."
mental regulations" for hog Gresham said.
waste can be stored up to a year
For county coffers, the hog farms and over the tax break.
Tosh said that so far, at least
before being buried instead of barns mean more tax income.
-These are very poor coun- 14 Kentucky farmers haste
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sprayed on the ground.
Barns are taxed at fair cash ties, and what kinds of industries agreed to build at least one barn.
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can they hope to attract once the
While farmers build the barn,
odors and manure are there'!" Tosh supplies the hogs and feed.
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she said.
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Attorney: No pardons discussed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The attorney for Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's
indicted
deputy chief
of staff said
pardon
a
the
from
governor
hasn't been
discussed.
Jack
who
Smith,
Murgatroyd
is defending
Dick Murgatroyd against 19
misdemeanors on which he was
indicted, said they have not
asked Fletcher to take such an
acion.
"All we have talked about is
preparing ourselves to go to
trial," Smith said.
spokesman,
Fletcher's
Michael Goins, is dismissing
any talk of pardons. Goins
wouldn't even discuss what
process the administration had
in place to deal with pardons or
reveal if any of those implicated
in Stumbo's probe had submitted requests for pardons.
"We are not commenting on

Fletcher's
predecessor,
Paul Patton,
did that at
the end of
his second
term when
he pardoned
his chief of
staff.
Fletcher
Andrew
"Skipper"
Martin, and
three others
accused of
b r eNk i n g
c a m pNa i g n
finance laws
in his 1995
bid for reelection.
Patton justihis
fied
Stumbo
by
action
explaining that he was sure of
his aides' innocence.
Fletcher could make a similar
move at any point during the
current investigation, a move
that would clear the pardoned
person of any legal problems
stemming from the charges.

matters related to this issue,"
Goins said this week.
All of the defendants who've
been arraigned on the charges
related to accusations that they
considered political connections
in personnel actions for merit
system jobs have pleaded not
guilty.
But, pardons of administration officials leave politicians in
an awkward position, especially
if they are planning to run for
another office, said University
of Louisville law professor
Russell Weaver.
"If you are sufficiently upset
by what he's done, you can vote
not to re-elect him," Weaver
said.
Fletcher faces a possible reelection run in 2007 and, along
with other Republicans, has
accused Attorney General Greg
Stumbo, a Democrat, of using
the investigation for political
purposes.
It's not a new tactic. Past
governors have acted to blunt
probes they considered political
witch hunts against their lieutenants by pardoning them.

But. Fletcher's situation is
different from Patton's, said
Michael Baranowski, a political
science professor at Northern
Kentucky University.
Patton was leaving office at
the end of a political career on
the rocks because of his affair
with western Kentucky busiTina
Conner.
nesswoman
Fletcher is a first-term governor
hoping the public will vote him
in a second time.
Pardons could damage his
image with voters.
"Governors and presidents
don't like to Iv, in situations
where they are pardoning people
directly connected with their
administrations," said Michael
Baranowski, political science
professor at Northern Kentucky
University.
Handing down pardons
would not be befitting of
Fletcher's role as the state's
chief executive to enforce the
law, said Richard Beliles, chair
of government watchdog group
Common Cause Kentucky.
That, he said, would be "a
very bad thing."

Starting Off On The Right 'Note'

SLONE CANSLERIedger R. Times phoic

Mary Wooldridge, owner of Murray's On A Personal
Note business, chats with a student about what her
establishment offers during Saturday's Great
Beginnings event at Murray State University's
Regional Special Events Center.

More than 4,000
INFO researcher says data, Murrayan charged in van theft
'
offices up for election r proof is out there
in 2006 in Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
From county surveyor to
Supreme Court, there will be an
number of
unprecedented
offices on the ballot next year
and election officials are trying
to prepare for the avalanche of
paperwork and headaches that
may accompany the 2006 cavalcade of candidates.
A curious confluence will
pack the ballot with every county and city office, virtually all
judicial seats, most of the
and
Assembly
General
Congress. In fact, only 30 elected offices in Kentucky will not
be on the ballot next year.
That leaves 4,231 offices to
be filled, according to estimates
by the Registry of Election
Finance. The number could
change depending on changes in
government forms and other
factors.
And, according to the registry's rule of thumb of roughly
two candidates for every office,
there could be more than 9,000
candidates.
"It'll be the largest election
we've ever had," said Oldham
County Clerk Ann Brown.
Candidates for only 431 of
the offices will have to file
paperwork with the secretary of
state's office. The others are the
hodgepodge of local offices,
from magistrate to property valuation administrator and city
council.
Secretary of State Trey
Grayson, whose office helps
directs elections, said the large
numbers raise questions as varied as having polling places
accessible to handicapped people to having enough space on a
voting machine for all the
names.
Grayson said the large fields
may influence voter participation, negatively and positively.
The local election year in the
four-year electoral cycle usually
brings out the second largest
percentage of voters behind
presidential election years.
With so many candidates,
voters will get roundly encouraged to cast ballots. But the
crowded ballot may dissuade
people from spending the time
to get all the way through to the
races at the bottom of the pages.
"It's not so much whether it
fits as how many voters will take

Murray, reported his 1989 blue
Staff Report
Dodge van stolen from his resiMurray Ledger & Times
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(API — Peter Davenport has received A 19-year-old Murray man dence at 5:58 a.m. Sunday.
more phone calls than he cares to count that have an unusual
was charged Sunday morning Police said as the van was leavopening: "Please believe me, I'm not crazy." For Davenport,
with stealing a van after he ing 401 S. 10th St., it struck a
director of the National UFO Reporting Center in Seattle. it's part
struck a tree in the yard of the tree in the yard. Peoples contin! of the job.
residence from which he tried to ued driving the van around the
" Davenport spoke at the Little Green Men Festival Sunday in
block and entered the driveway
flee.
opkinsville with tales of what he believes are some of the more-.
Darren R. Peoples was at 405 S. 10th St., where he exitmating, provable eases reported. The festival commemorates. 'charged with theft by unlawful ed and fled on foot.
,the 50th anniversary of the Aug. 21, 1955. report of an alien invaMPD officer Tim Fortner
taking more than $300, leaving
sion at Kelly.
„ the scene of an accident and located Peoples behind 412 S.
After a lifetime of studying what many brush off as science ficalcohol intoxication, according 10th St. and arrested Peoples on
tion, Davenport is feels certain that UFO's exist and have been. to a release from the Murray the three charges. Peoples was
." witnessed on Earth, and second, that the government has known
taken to the Calloway County
Police Department.
about them for decades.
Charles Young, 49, of jail.
I have not just a mountain of data, perhaps a mountain range .
.
of data. And I assure you. it's strictly by accident," Davenport told
- the Kentucky New Era in an interview.
The
Davenport has spent the last II years filing accounts and eyewitness reports of UFO sightings from a reporting center that
Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
sists of one phone, one fax, and one Web master, and is al
Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
completely privately funded by Davenport and donations.
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
Davenport graduated Stanford with degrees in Russian and..,
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
biology and received his MBA in finance and international busi,'
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retireness. But, years before receiving a master's degree in genetics
ment benefits to your employees.
biochemistry of fiski„PahenTxot heard of the Kelly Green,
11 WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Shelia Crouse
incident on the radio.
SOCIETY
INSURANCE
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
LIFE
va
interThe story from Kelly was one of several that piqued his
Murray, KY 42071
HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA
est in UFOs, which eventually led to his involvement in the
270-753-4741
www.woodmesuodis
cell 270-293-7197
National UFO Reporting Center.

the time to go through all the
ballot," Grayson said. "It's our
hope that will be offset try all the
people asking you to vote,'
Grayson said.
For example, Grayson said
there will be 43 judicial races in
Jefferson County alone.
Training sessions for county
clerks will be held to make sure
candidates fill out their filing
papers properly. But Grayson
also acknowledged that failure
to properly fill out the relatively
simple forms may have the
effect of keeping candidates off
the ballot who maybe shouldn't
be there anyway.
"The burden is not that high.
If you don't get your paperwork
right, I think that's fair to knock
you off the ballot," Gra'
said.
More daunting or candidates
is the paperwork required by the
registry, which keeps track of
campaign spending.

ATV strikes
tree, Ind.
man killed
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The
CADIZ, Ky. —
Kentucky State Police is investigating the traffic death of an
Indiana man killed during an allaccident
vehicle
terrain
Saturday evening in Trigg
County.
Michael J. Chwalek, 51, of
Osceola, Ind., was operating a
1993 Honda four-wheeler on
East Ross Road near Cadiz
when he apparently lost control
of the vehicle and hit a tree. He
was not wearing a helmet.
according to Trooper Richie
Wright.
He was pronounced dead at
the scene by Trigg County
Coroner John Vinson. An investigation into the cause of the
accident is underway.
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%care
IF Clinic

Hours:
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'Immediate
Treatment
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will host a reception on

Tuesday, August 23rd
r kAallitP*1*.L.MutT
at Best Westes
Join Us For:
Complimentary Breakfast
8:30 arn.- 9:15 a.m.
'Who Is RE/MAX?"(Meet our staff & agents)
9:15 a.m.-10:15 am.
Tour our new office in Murray next to Office Depot
10:30 a.m. -?

RE/MliX
Real Estate Associates
(next to Office Depot)
660A N. 12th St. • Murray • 759-9016
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What did he
know and when
did he know it?
FRANKFORT - In less than
two weeks, Gov. Ernie Fletcher
goes before a special Franklin
County grand jury alone without an attorney at his side and
under oath to answer questions
about the state Merit System
scandal that
is ripping
Fletcher's
administration to
pieces.
Fletcher's
testimony he gives it comes down
Agree Or
to two key
Not
questions:
By Todd Duvall
What did
Syndicated
Fletcher
Columnist
know about
an alleged
effort. mainly
in his Transportation Cabinet, to
fire, transfer or force to retire
employees under Merit System
protection because of their
political affiliation and replace
them with Fletcher supporters;
and when did Fletcher know
about it.
Fletcher has denied any
knowledge of the alleged Merit
System abuse. He admits that
"mistakes were made." but otherwise he has blamed everyone
from Attorney General Greg
Stumbo. whose office is leading
the grand jury investigation, to
entrenched Democrats trying to
undermine his administration.
One large problem facing
Fletcher with the grand jury is
that a number of his original
Thsix,rtation Cabinet
appointees who apparently
attempted to follow the letter of
the Merit System law were
either fired or transferred at
Fletcher's direction and then
replaced by many of those the
grand jury has indicted for
abuse .of the Merit System..
It's a no-win situation:
Pletcher cannot admit the
replacements were made,
including the Transportation
Cabinet secretary. to move
Republicans into Merit System
jobs held by Democrats or else
face his own indictment. If the
Transportation Cabinet shakeup
was at the urging of others.
Fletcher comes off as merely a
figurehead governor being used
as a pawn by those from the
Cabinet now under indictment.
Another complication for
Fletcher's grand jury appearance is the revelation last week
that, despite the governor's.
claim no one warned of possi-

ble Merit System violations,
Fletcher's own deputy chief of
staff received just such a warning in February, months before
a Transportation Cabinet
whistleblower took his allegations of wrongdoing to Stumbo.
In a Feb. 26 e-mail, Otis
Reed, the Cabinet's personnel
director at the time, sent to
Deputy Chief of Staff Dick
Murgatroyd a complaint about
how some in the Cabinet were
hiring and firing Merit System
employees:
"I don't know if they don't
know the law or if they just
don't care and that is the scary
part," Reed wrote.
Murgatroyd replied. "They
believe they are above it."
Reed was ousted in the
Cabinet shakeup. Murgatroyd
has been indicted.
So there was high-level concern back in February that the.,
Merit System law was not -- - being followed in the
Transportation Cabinet. And
one of Fletcher's top aides knew
about that concern long before
the whistleblower began collecting his evidence.
Fletcher undoubtedly will be
asked if Murgatroyd brought
Reed's concerns to the governor's attention and if he did,
what Fletcher did or did not do
about it.
All of these embarrassing
and potentially explosive grand
jury questions for Fletcher are
WASHINGTON (AP) — A leading
exactly the reason Fletcher's
Republican senator and prospective presiattorneys - public and private dential candidate said Sunday that the war
will advise him to decline to
in Iraq has destabilized the Middle East and
is looking more like the Vietnam conflict
testify under his Fifth
from a generation ago.
Amendment right to avoid
Nebraska Sen. Chuck Nagel. who
incriminating himself.
received two Purple Hearts and other miliThat won't be an easy decitary honors for his service in Vietnam. reitsion for Fletcher to make. If he
erated his position that the United States
does decline, even though it's
needs to develop a strategy to leave Iraq.
Hagel scoffed at the idea that U.S. troops
his constitutional right, many
could be in Iraq four years from now at levwill believe he has something
to hide. Politically, that's devas- els above 100,000, a contingency for which
the Pentagon is preparing.
tating. especially since the scan-We should start figuring out how we
dal is bound to drag on for
get out of there," Hagel said on -This
months while Fletcher attempts
Week- on ABC."But with this understandto put together a re-election
ing, we cannot leave a vacuum that further
destabilizes the Middle East. I think our
campaign.
involvement there has destabilized the
But there are so many potenMiddle Ea.st. And the longer we stay there,
tially damaging questions that
I think the further destabilization will
could come up if Fletcher does
decide to testify that the politiHegel said "stay the course" is not a policy. "By any standard, when you analyze 2
cal fallout from invoking the
I/2: years in Iraq ... we're not winning." he
Fifth Amendment is a lot less
said.
damaging than an indictment
President Bush was preparing for sepalater for being a part of the
rate speeches this week to reaffirm his plan
alleged abuse of Merit System
to help Iraq train its security forces while
law.
its leaders build a democratic government.
In his weekly Saturday radio address. Bush
In either case, as Senate
President David Williams put it said the fighting there protected Americans
at home.
succinctly last week: It's "a
Polls show the public growing more
skeptical about Bush's handling of the war.
In Iraq. officials continued to craft a new
constitution in the face of a Monday night
deadline for parliamentary approval. They
missed the initial deadline last week.
Other Republican senators appearing on

WASHINGTON TODAY
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By Douglass K. Daniel

Iraq war beginning to resemble Vietnam

1001 11 lionell Ave.• Murray. KY 42071-1040
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.

Slaw

To the Editor,
The recent passage by Congress
of H.R. 3045, the Central
American-Dominican Republic
Free Trade Agreement(CAFfADR), was a banner day for agticulture, opening up markets for cur
products that had been partially or
largely restricted in the past. I am
proud to say that Rep. Ed WhitSeld
voted Yes on CAFTA-DR, heecraig
the calls by Kentucky Farm Bureau
and other agricultural organizations
to stand in support of our farmerS in
today's highly competitive global
environment.
Although the positive aspects of
this legislation were obvious to
those of us in agriculture, the favorable vote by Rep. Whitfield was not
necessarily an easy one for an elected leader. CAFTA's opponents tried
to portray the treaty as somehow
damaging to Kentucky's interests
and a threat to American jobs.
Fortunately, Rep. Whitfield saw
through those unfounded claims
and had the courage to help make
this important treaty a reality.
There have been many instances
when Rep. Whitfield has worked to
support farmers and other rural
Kentuckians since he was elected to
the 1st District Congressional post.
It is an honor to work with an official who takes seriously his responsibility to his constituents.
Thank you, Congressman for all
that you do for Kentucky.
Sincerely,
Sam Moore
President, Kentucky
Farm Bureau
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Sunday news shows advocated remaining in
Iraq until the mission set by Bush is completed, but they also noted that the public is
becoming more and more concerned and
needs to be reassured.
Sen. George Allen. R-Va., another possible candidate for president in 2008, disagreed that the U.S. is losing in Iraq. He
said a constitution guaranteeing basic freedoms would provide a rallying point for
Iraqis.
"I think this is a very crucial time for the
future of Iraq," said Allen, also on ABC.
-The terrorists don't have anything to win
the hearts and minds of the people of Iraq.
All they care to do is disrupt."
Hagel. who was among those who advocated sending two to three times as many
troops to Iraq when the war began in March
2003. said a stronger military presence by
the U.S. is not the solution today.
"We're past that stage now because now
we are locked into a bogged-down problem
not unsimilar, dissimilar to where we were
in Vietnam," Hagel said. -The longer we
stay. the more problems we're going to
have."
Allen said that unlike the communistguided North Vietnamese who fought the
U.S., the insurgents in Iraq have no guiding
political philosophy or organization. Still,
Hagel argued. the similarities are growing.
-What I think the White House does not
yet understand — and some of my colleagues — the darn has broke on this policy." Nagel said. -The longer we stay there,
the more similarities (to Vietnam) are going
to come together.The Army's top general. Gen. Peter
Schoomaker, said Saturday in an interview
with The Associated Press that the Army is
planning for the possibility of keeping the

current number of soldiers in Iraq — well
over 100,000 — for four more years as part
of preparations for a worst-case scenario.
Sen. Lindsey Graham, a South Carolina
Republican, said U.S. security is tied to
success in Iraq. and he counseled people to
be patient.
-The worst-case scenario is not staying
four years. The worst-case scenario is leaving a dysfunctional, repressive government
behind that becomes part of the problem in
the war on terror and not the solution,"
Graham said on "Fox News Sunday.
Allen said the military would be strained
at such levels in four years yet could handle
that difficult assignment. Hagel described
the Army contingency plan as "complete
folly."
"I don't know where he's going to get
these troops," Hagel said. -There won't be
any National Guard left ... no Army
Reserve left ... there is no way America is
going to have 100,000 troops in Iraq, nor
should it, in four years."
Nagel added: "It would bog us down, it
would further destabilize the Middle East, it
would give Iran more influence, it would
hurt Israel, it would put our allies over there
in Saudi Arabia and Jordan in a terrible
position. It won't be four years. We need to
be out."
Sen. Trent Lott, R-Miss., said the U.S. is
winning in Iraq but has "a way to go"
before it meets its goals there. Meanwhile,
more needs to be done to lay out the strategy, Lott said on NBC's "Meet the Press."
"I do think we, the president, all of us
need to do a better job. do more," Lou said,
by telling people "why we have made this
commitment, what is being done now, what
we do expect in the process and, yes, why
it's going to take more time."
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HURRY!!

James Frank Turner

)
(
) '05's Are Disappearing ,
( Fast! Save Now with
) EMPLOYEE PRICING PLUS

James Frank Turner, 75, Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday, Aug. 21,
1005, at 11:07 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements.

Ms. Linda Lou Key
Ms. Linda Lou Key,61, Concord, N.C., formerly of Murray, died
Friday, Aug. 19, 2005, at 7:45 p.m. at North East Medical Center,
Concord.
She was born Sept. 4, 1943, in St. Louis, Mo. Her father,
Woodrow Key, preceded her in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Tish Clarke and husband,
B.J., Southaven, Miss., and Mrs. Pam Sams and husband, Kirk,
Concord, N.C.; her mother, Mrs. Mary Finch, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Susie Bowers and husband, David, Battle Creek, Mich.; five
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. B.J. Clarke and Kirk Sams will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Baptist Cemetery.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no
isitation is scheduled.

) 2005 Dodge Neon SXT
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If Farm Bureau

)

The funeral for Ms. Diane Beale Kohr was today (Monday)at II
a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. The
Rev. Rick Miller officiated. Music was by Mrs. Oneida White.
AP photo
Pallbearers were Charles Rob Hoke, John Imes, Matt Imes, Josh An Iraqi volunteer pastes posters encouraging Iraqis to
Miller, Lucas Morton and Mitch Morton. Burial was in the Murray vote for the new constitution in a national referendum on
Memorial Gardens.
Oct. 15, in southern city of Basra, south of Baghdad,
Ms. Kohr, 58, Diuguid Drive, Murray, died Friday. Aug. 19,
Talks on Iraq's new constitution have stalled
Sunday.
2005, at 5:17 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
and the distribution of the country's
She was formerly employed at Purchase Monument Co., over the role of Islam
until Monday night to complete
have
Iraqis
wealth.
oil
Mayfield, and was a member of Flint Baptist Church.
She was born Sept. 14, 1946. Her father, Joe Rob Beale, preced- work on the draft, otherwise parliament must dissolve.
ed her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Heather Kohr, and her mother,
Mrs. Maxine Lampkins Beale, both of Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Peggy Hoke and husband, Charles, Almo, Mrs. Mary Beth Imes and
husband, Kenny, Murray, and Mrs. Martha Miller and husband,
Rick, Mayfield; several nieces and nephews.
agreed that the National
By SLOBODAN LEKIC
Assembly would meet" Monday
Associated Press Writer
Mrs. Hazel Edwards
evening.
the
in
p.m.
2
(AP)
BAGHDAD, Iraq
The funeral for Mrs. Hazel Edwards was Sunday at
Parliament will either receive
chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Chris Iraqi political leaders met in a
draft of the new charter or
the
conGardens,
new
a
Memorial
Murray
final bid to negotiate
Hodges officiated. Burial was in the
stitution Monday before a mid- vote on setting a new deadline.
Murray.
Mrs. Edwards, 95, Hardin, died Friday. Aug. night deadline. Some officials If it doesn't agree on either, the
19, 2005, at 6:50 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, spoke of progress, and one said legislature will have to dissolve.
Earlier, a Kurdish member of
the key was whether Sunni
Paducah.
A member of Hardin Church of Christ, she Arabs would agree with com- the drafting committee, Abdulwas a retired post mistress of Hardin Post Office. promises accepted by other fac- Khaleq Zangana, had said there
Her husband, Glen L. Edwards, three sisters tions.
were problems with "the role of
and six brothers all preceded her in death. She
Negotiators met for about religion and women's rights."
was the daughter of the late Jeff Lents and Dora three hours and convened again He would not elaborate but preHenson Lents.
shortly after 4 p.m. at the home dicted "either an extension Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Glenna of Kurdish leader Massoud and this is not good-or parliaEdwards
Smith and husband, Billy, Brookport, Ill.; one Barzani in the Green Zone, for ment dissolves-and this is difson, Gayle Edwards and wife, Pat, Mayfield; six talks
lawmaker ficult."
Kurdish
grandchildren, Gayla Gay, Steven Smith, Kimberly Shelton,'Jeff Matunoud Othman said would
Also before the end of the
Edwards. Lauri Wilson and Amanda Box; 16 great-grandchildren; "be decisive." He said there was morning session. Shiite lawmakthree great-great-grandchildren.
some progress in the earlier ses- er Bahaa al-Araji accused the
sion.
Kurds and secular allies of forA senior government official, mer Prime Minister Ayad Allawi
speaking on condition of of trying to "curb the political
anonymity because of the sensi- process" to bring down the govtivity of the subject, said an ernment and force new elecagreement had been reached tions.
between the Shiites and the
NETZAR1M, Gaza Strip
"If an agreement is not
Kurds in the morning.
(AP)- Troops went house to
reached, we will hand a draft
Those groups were now try- and win slight majority in a vote
house clearing out Gaza's last
ing to sell the deal to the Sunni and this is our right," al-Araji
Jewish settlement Monday,
The last of the Gaza settlements,
Arabs in the afternoon session.
wrapping up Israel's historic
said.
Netzanmi is to be cleared out
A Shiite television station
pullout from the coastal strip,
Sunni Arab negotiators had
Gaza
entire
Monday, with the
quoted Vice President Adil complained of being sidelined in
even as Prime Minister Aridl
evacuation compressed into one
Abdul-Mahdi as saying "major the final week of talks and that
Sharon said he would expand
demolitions
Large-scale
week
" had been made
breakthroughs
large West Bank settlements.
Shiites and Kurds were cutting
have started tor future dwellings
would be subdraft
the
that
and
troops,
More than 5,000
deals excluding them.
mitted to parliament Monday.
meanwhile, headed to two miliA Sunni backlash on the conIssues holding up agreement
tant West Bank settlements to be
could complicate the
stitution
5 Ion
were believed to include federevacuated Tuesday. Security
of using the politistrategy
U.S.
aild
Sin:
alism, the distribution of Iraq's
Ilerruneun
forces braced for confrontations,
lure members of
to
process
cal
oil wealth, power-sharing ques•Nuti;ortm
saying some 2,000 ultranationalaway from the
minority
the
tions among the provinces and
insurgency.
ist youths holed up there
ted
Sunni-domina
AZA
the role of the Shiite clerical
that a constihopes
planned to resist violently.
Washington
STRIP
how
unclear
hierarchy. It was
ISRAEL
by general elecSecurity officials said militants
those issues might have been tution, followed
and
will enable
grenades
December,
in
tions
had hoarded stun
oaKAN
and
Shiites
between
resolved
SETTLEMENTS
its internaand
States
United
the
tear gas canisters, and planned
Kurds.
To be evacuated
removbegin
to
partners
tional
to hurl burning tires onto rivers
Monday
0
An initial Aug. 15 deadline
year.
next
troops
ing
of cooking oil.
Abinoll• •E vacuatod
was pushed back a week after no
Shiites and Kurds have
Sunday
In Netzarim, the about 600
agreement was reached. Iraqi
residents of the farming commu0 Evacuated
officials have insisted they enough seats in parliament to
nity, one of Gaza's first settlewould meet this second deadline win approval for a draft without
labra, or menorah, from the roof
ments, were not expected to put
and present a final document to the Sunni Arabs. But the Sunni
synagogue before troops
up a fight after reaching an of the
the National Assembly. domi- minority could scuttle tie constitution when voters decide
agreement with the military on a entered in large numbers and nated by Shiites and Kurds.
15
onknown
an
and
residents
told
midday
quiet departure. After
Negotiators for all three com- whether to ratify it in the Oct.
prayers. Netzarim settlers were number of sympathizers it was munities - Shiites. Kurds and referendum. Under current
to drive out of Gaza in more time to go.
minority Sunni Arabs - met in rules, the constitution would be
fortified Green Zone defeated if it is opposed by twoBaghdad's
than 30 armored buses and head
"We need a in-Oracle so that
of
to the Western Wall in we might stay here again for a new round of talks thirds of the voters in three
Arabs
Sunni
provinces.
18
Iraq's
politician
holiest
Shiite
Judaism's
Monday.
Jerusalem,
Jonathan
said
tonight,"
Khaled al-Attiyah said the polit- form the majority in at least
shrine, and from there to tempocame to ical leaders "have tentatively four.
who
21,
Weinberg,
setBank
West
a
rary homes in
Netzarim from the West Bank
tlement.
of Hashmonaim to
settlement
On Monday morning, workInvestments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
settlers here
the
reinforce
cancleers removed a Jewish
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Israeli soldiers go house to
house to wrap up Gaza pullout
Evacuations enter
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Pepsico. lac.----55.58 + 0.6,4
75.38 -0 17
Pfizer Inc.
Regloas F'heaacial ---.33.32 + 0.24
+ 0.11
Seherimg-Phaish
Sears Holdtas Corp _136.91 + 1.77
5 +0.06
Time Warner
+ 0.29
L'S Bancorp
l'ST

STOW114160

$18,986

)

•
Al4t:

Stk: #CT5317

)

) 2005 Dodge 1500 ST
MSRP
Emp. Price
Rebate
Add. Peppers Disc
If Farm Bureau

)

$21,565
$18,717
- 3,500
- 731
- 500

$13,986

)

Stk tCT5311

)

2005 Jeep Gr. Cherokee Laredo

MSRP
)CI Emp.
Priell

)

Rebate
Add. Peppers Disc
If Military

$27,050
$24,229
-2,000
- 743
- 500

$20 986

)

Stk #CT5303
ABM&

*

All New 2006
Dodge Charger
) Ft/T In Stock

)

)
)
)
2005 Dodge Durango SLT
MSRP
Emp. Price
Rebate
Add. Peppers Disc
If Farm Bureau

$31,480
$27,825
-3,500
- 839
- 500

3rd Row
Seat

$22,986
Stk. 9C15156

.43.20 - 0:57

11e4lPoim loc________.73.12 + 0.12
47.02 + 0.44
11a1-Mart

Oledelmer Taxes'dm Rebores deducted $6450 Ono Is included (WM WENN must be
member tor 45 days emetary/EMTepoece bonus Is current & torrner moony
personnel and current tue-erne emergency or polka
N TM/

Court kiI;a•••, *wag,KY ;1207 1
270•763-4166• 1180•444-14164
Now SAO airt.4:0110.m.1114
lewdIwo.• a sur4t1 onkel ni dos strrii
ondiannif
idir
Additien!inforestiso v.anelon roonitt

$24,395
,
$22286
- 1,500
- 800
- 500
- 500

D LYONS
Aistt,HILLIAR
HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS. INC.
‘11•01111 NEW YORK MCI EXCHANGE AND SIPE

o

We Wpm To Be *or Cor or Duck•

P617Pt-iecc

2400 E Wood St • Paris •642-5661 • 1-800-748-6816

61411 eff
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COMMUNITY
Ladies of the Oaks

Center for Environmental
Education promoting recycling

Lions Club Hears Smith at Meeting

The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will bold their
regularly scheduled golf play
on Wednesday at 9 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the
tee. All members are encouraged to play.
Bronda Parker and Irene
Woods will serve as hostesses.
In golf play on Aug. 17, a
scramble was held with the team
of Laura Parker, Della Miller,
Jo Anne Auer and Shirley Wade
winning on a count back.
Winning second was the
team of Linda OR, Cynthia
Darnall, Kitty Steele and Henri
Montgomery.

Photos provided
of
Harris
Charlotte
Paducah, right, in side
photo, spoke about the
Highland
"Scottish
Games" at a meeting of
the Murray Lions Club on
Tuesday. She was presented a certificate of
appreciation from Scott
Turner, left, club president. She was accompanied by four Scottish
Clansmen wearing their
clan kilts, bottom photo,
who are, from left, Mike
Rhoten,
Smith, Mike
and
Stewart
Patrick
Darrell Duncan.

Garland
named
winner

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Ladies Bowling League Tuesday
The Ladies Tuesday Night 4-person bowling deague will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Corvette Lanes to plan the
league for the 2005-06 bowling season. If you would like to
join a team or already know four ladies that would like to
bowl together, come to the meeting. Bowling will start at 7
p.m. and food is planned for the ladies.

Murray Calloway County Soccer Association is accepting
late registrations for its upcoming season at The Trophy Case
from today through Saturday during normal business hours.
There will be a $25 late registration fee.

Great Books Group will meet
Ladies of Murray Country Club
The ladies of Murray Country Club will have their regular golf play on Wednesday at
9 am. at the club.
Rebecca Landon will he golf
hostess. Ladies are asked to
call Laridolt if you do not plan
to play. Anyone not listed in
the line-up but wishing to play
should call Landolt or show
up Wednesday morning.
The line-up is as follows:

Quit Smoking
Classes
Classes begin
August 30, 3005
When:
Tuesdays
5:304:30 p.m.

Sponsored by.

alloway County
eatth Center

tl

MCCSA plans late registration

753-3381
entucky Cancer
ram

Murray Independent Schools Family
Resource Center has issued an appeal for
the following household items. They are a refrigerator, two
chests of drawers, one full size bed frame with mattress and
box springs, and table and chairs. Any one having any items
to donate call the center at 759-9592.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

National Panhellenic
A
Alumnae group for the southwest Kentucky and northwest
Tennessee area will be formed
in September. National Panhellenic Council sorority alumnae
interested in joining contact
Christine Barr at I -731 -6443928 for information. Members of all NPC groups are
encouraged to participate, especially those from Murray State
University.

rchase District
ealth Department

Center needs donations

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180, Helen at 761-3141 or
Pat at 489-2909.

Panhellenic
group
forming

Call To Register:

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Singles will meet Tuesday

John Burnett Garland of
Murray has been named a
national award winner in English, honor roll, mathematics
and science by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Garland, a student at Calloway County High School, was
nominated for this award by
Christi Walker, teacher.
His biography will appear
in the academy yearbook.
Garland is the son of Howard
and Jennifer Garland of Murray.
His grandparents are Bill
and Norma Garland of Dexter
and Harold and Rochelle Britton of Laredo, Texas.

COOPER CLAYTON
SMOKING
CESSATION CLASSES

lo's
Datebook

The Center for Environmental Education at Murray State University is seeking to promote recycling throughout the
Murray area by compiling a listing of any
community organization, business or individual currently providing recycling services or invested in community recycling.
To add your information to this listing
and further encourage recycling in the
community, call the center at 762-2595 or
e-mail jenny.howard@coe.murraystate.edu.

Where:
Stuart J. Poston Health
& Wellness Center
Classes also available in Ballard,
Carlisle, Graves, Fulton and
McCracken counties.
(ill the local Health Center
for details.

- ye Severns, Betty
Tee
Jo Purdom, Jennifer Crouse
adn Linda Burgess.
Tee 3 - Sue Outland, Peggy
Shoemaker, Freda Steely arid
lnus Orr:
Tee 5 - Barbara Gray, Raine
Apperson, Venela Sexton and
Evelyn Jones,
Tee 7 - Norma Frank, Betty
Stewart. Brenda Rowland and
Betty Lowry;
Tee 9 - Ann Brown, Susan

CI

#-1.heatre,
L4C-.A.A1008 Chestnut St
CHECKS
NO
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG 2E
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM.
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Johnson and Sheila Lipsay
Nine hole players - Beth
Belote, Betty Shepperson, Ann
Stanley and Frances Hulse.
Evelyn Jones, hostess for
play on Aug. 17 has released
the following winners:
Championship flight - Betty
Jo Purdom, first, ye Severns,
second;
First flight - Peggy Shoemaker, first, Freda Steely. second;
Second flight - Venela Sexton, first, Norma Frank, second;
Third flight - Sheila Lipsey,
first, Ann Brown, second:
Nine hole golfers - Betty
Shepperson, first, Ann Stanley,
second;
Low putts - Linda Burgess

Gs

Ar so C

LIN7SA56 Se Yob egraki

Cancer Support Group to meet
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday from 6:30 to
7:30 p.m. in the classroom of Center for Health & Wellness.
For more information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

MMS PTO plans event
Murray Middle School FTO will host a "Back to School
" picnic on Tuesday at 5 p.m. on the front lawn of the school.
Free food and drinks will be served. Entertainment will be
provided by the Saxophone quartet. The PTO will have new
merchandise available for purchase. Teachers will be in their
rooms from 6 to 6:30 p.m. to meet with parents. All MMS
students and their families are encouraged to attend. Persons
may bring blankets or lawn chairs for seating.

...
:

I Wu(

'

iii

Call 270.444.0065 for more information
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Murray Middle School Girls Softball team will have a
rebate promotion from 5 p.m. until close on Tuesday at Mr.
Gatti's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there
for the team.

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. on the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. A group discussion will be held. For more
information call Cindy Ragsdale, LSW, at 762-1108.

j

2005/2006
POPS and CLASSICAL
SEASON TICKETS
NOW ON SALE!
•Ar.•••,

MMS Girls Softball Team plans event

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday

lbw nes Mb hire Lei. Keep Oar kik Dm/ Rae

ITO mew 40.

Murray Electric System Board will meet today at 4 p.m.
at the Carroll Conference room, 205 North Fourth St.

Michelle Gantt, coordinator for CASA (court appointed special advocate) will be the speaker at the meeting of Kentucky
Lake Chapter #4437 of AARP to be held Tuesday at 11:30
a.m. at Pagliai's. All members and interested persons are invited.

you!

Paant. kaki, arnues kip be MAI AAA.
docalre, aur mardruce

Electric Board will meet

Gantt will be MRP speaker

music.
thateXCIteS

The Awe we ier evolved•Ae Ines al dila At les
alcabot ads= al Arca Amp
1166 6e7 on

Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee will
meet today at 5 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
David Ramey, county chairman, invites all interested Democrats to attend. For information call 759-9905.

Roy Davis, a coffin maker, will be the speaker at the dinner meeting of the Murray Lions Club to be Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.

Red Eye
PG13 - 7:00 - 9:00

-^lation Cat 75'1 1

Democratic meeting today

Lions Club will hear Davis

Valiant
G -6:40 - 8:20
Dew Bigalor European Gigolo
R - 9:55
The Dukes of Hazzard
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:20

40 Year Old Virgin
R - 7:15 - 9:45
Four Brothers
R - 6:50 - 9:10
Wedding Crashers
R - 9:30
Must Love Dogs
PG13 - 7:20
The Skeleton Key
PG13 - 7.30 m9i_ I

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public Library. Gary Thome!! will be
the discussion leader for the Selection from Pennees by Blaise
Pascal. All persons who have read the selection are invited to
attend and take part in the discussion.

.44113 ihe% m p hi.

Murray State University's

Evening Care
Preschool &
Primary Program
Children ages 2-8 with arid without c.iabifitle-s—
Avaiiable 330 --- 930 p.m. Monday through Thursday nights.
Cost is $12 per night & includes dinner and a snack!
Contact Marion Carmen at 762-3899
Located in the Ruby Simpson Child Development Center
on the campus of MSU behind Waterfield Library.

Opens Wed., Aug. 24
Drop-ins Welcome.

a
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Kentucky 4-H goals and challenges discussed

Weft

Other ways to be involved in
rate a room, ride in a bicycle
given the opportunity to teach
What Is Kentucky 4-H?
are as part of a school cur4-H
an
to
raise
sew,
learn
rodeo,
people.
of
of
younger
thousands
Hundreds
riculum or through camp speanimal or protect the environThrough project work and
Kentucky youth are able to
cial interest groups and afterment.
other educational activities,
learn by doing through
school child-care programs.
The possibilities are endless!
young people can grow vegetaKentucky's 4-H Youth
Self-study projects can also
How can I become involved
bles, hatch an egg, chat on a
Development Program.
be completed at home with
in 4-H?
computer, make bread, go to
Answering some frequently
family members if working by
Youth can be involved in 4-H
camp, give a demonstration or
asked quesoneself is appealing.
fun
of
most
The
many
ways.
in
at
adult
an
tions will
shadow
speech,
For more information on
help provide work, cure a ham or conquer an these ways is through involvebecoming involved in 4-H pro
ment in a 4-H club or project.
more inforobstacle course.
gramsand clubs contact the
Starting a 4-H club is really
Being a member of 4-H also
mation
Calloway County Extension
easy. All that's needed is a
gives youth opportunities to
about the 4Office.
group of interested young peoH program
perform a skit, start a business,
ple and a couple of adults to
shear sheep, take photographs,
Who Can
Educational programs of the
work with the youth. Clubs can
Join 4-H
judge soils, drive a tractor, barKentucky Cooperative
becue chicken, learn about elec- meet in a variety of public
Youth
Extension Service serve all peotricity or make a birdhouse. 4-H places including schools,
ages nine to
ple regardless of race, color,
Extension 19, whether members can be part of an
libraries, community centers,
age, sex, religion, disability or
and even barns.
Notes
international exchange, decothey live in
national ongin
By
large cities,
Ginny Harper small towns,
Calloway
rural areas,
County Agent on farms
for 4-H/Youth and even on
Development
military
bases are
able to join 4-H. Educational
programs of the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service
serve all people regardless of
race, color, age, sex, religion,
disability or national origin
4-H also has Clover Bud
activities for ages 5 to 8. These
activities include dog club, and
Belinda Jean McDougal of Puryear, Tenn., and David Linn much, much more. There will
Irby of Henry, Tenn., were married Saturday, June 18, 2005, be two meetings a month at the
at 3 p.m. at North Fork Baptist Church, Puryear. Bro. Randy public library with numerous
hands on activities and a great
Kuykendall, church pastor, officiated.
Music was by Patty Kennedy, pianist, and Danny and curriculum
•
What Does Each "H" in 4Stephanie Zuchschwerdt, vocalists. Patricia Carroll, Donna Pennington, Rhonda Allen and Shirley Scott, sisters of the groom, H represent?
HEAD. 4-H challenges youth
sang The Old Rugged Cross" in memory of their father,
to make decisions and think
Robert Irby. Clint Paschall was sound coordinator.
The bride is the daughter of Cordie and Jean McDougal of both individually and as a
group member. 4-Hers are able
Puryear.
The groom is the son of Mrs. Dorothy Irby of Henry, and to discover new ways of doing
things and often learn different
the late Robert Irby.
Given in marriage by her parents, the bride wore a gown ways of dealing with everyday
of ivory satin. The A-line style featured a beaded square neck- challenges. Leadership, responline. The bodice was generously accented with lilac gemstones sibility, self-discipline and iniPhoto provided
and silver embroidery. The cathedral train gathered at the drop tiative are important compoTenn.
Camden,
in
Morris
Mac
Camp
at
Camp
By
Summer
Program.
4-H
attended
the
45
of
Troop
nents
oy Scout
waist and was detailed with satin buttons and beaded lace
becoming a 4-H member or
ttending were, from left, Matthew Fry, Asst. Scoutmaster Rodney Lowe, Brandon
accents. She had a cut edge, fingertip length two-tier veil.
Her crescent shaped tiara was made of ivory bugle beads, volunteer, one can serve as
ipphut, Tyler Polo, Jesse Murdock, Nathan Kennedy, Jesse McCallon, Travis Durr,
force in today's world.
elognated pearls, crystal beads and iridescent pearls.
ominik Mikulcik, Landon Russell and Charlton Claywell. Troop 45 meets every
HANDS. 4-H experiences
Kathy McDougal, sister-in-law of bride, was the matron of
onday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at First United Methodist Church. For information on joinhonor. Bridesmaid was Crystal Butler, daughter of groom. Anna will teach youth skills that will
the troop call Scoutmaster Larry Robinson at 753-3546, Senior Patrol Leader Matt
ng
be used throughout the rest of
McDougal, niece of the bride, was junior bridesmaid.
ordan at 753-2707 or Asst. Senior Patrol Leader Nathan Watson.
Stephanie Pennington, niece of the groom, served as flower life. An important 4-H philosophy is to "learn by doing" as
girl.
The groom wore a black shawl tuxedo with black dimen- members become involved with
a variety of hands on activities.
sion vests and black satin bow ties.
Allen McDougal, bcpthsr of tbs pride, serypi as best man. Youth can choose from a set of
Groomsman was StariTVowelic:iienny:McDougal,• nephew of nearly 100 different topics.
the bride, served as junior groomsman. Derek Allen, nephew ranging from bicycle safety to
-Eudora Welty
cooking to computer technoloof the groom, served as ring bearer.
4-H
science.
veterinary
to
gy
brotherCarroll,
Mike
and
groom,
Edward Irby, brother of
in-law of groom, served as ushers. Lonnie Allen and Steve experiences are great ways to
Pennington, brothers-in-law of the groom, were the candle- help members discover interests
that lead to satisfying, rewardlighters and unrolled the aisle runner for the bride.
Dennis Irby. brother of groom. said a special prayer during ing careers later in life.
HEART. Youth are exposed
the ceremony.
Jennea Allen, niece of groom, was guest register attendant. to many new friends, both
Chris Allen and Rob Pennington, nephews of groom, were among their peers and adult
leaders. 4-H members are given
bird seed distributors.
chance to work through
the
surrounded
arch
candle
15
a
with
The altar was centered
by two hearts covered in ficus greenery and white shasta ideas and emotions by talking
daisies. Two fern-topped columns were on each side of the to each other as well as club
leaders and volunteers. 4-H
1/
altar. The unity candle was covered in greenery.
on building character.
focuses
Come See Us At Our
bride
of
cousin
Watts,
Zina
by
directed
was
The wedding
in people.
of Hodgenville, Ky., and Jay Culpepper, of Paris, Tenn., was accepting differences
and making one's community a
the photographer.
Immediately after the ceremony a reception was held at the better place to live.
HEALTH. Feeling good is
Hampton Inn Paris Convention Center.
one aspect of being
merely
Ginby
assisted
was
Wirgau
Reception coordinator Bonnie
aspects include
ger and Lauren LeaveII. Maggie Lampkins made the wedding healthy. Others
to develop a
best
one's
doing
Providing your children with quality care!
cake and groom's cake.
school, friends
Servers were Mary Bess Baker, Jerri Irby, Betty Irby, Tammy balance among
and family, and making the best
Ages 6 weeks to 13 Years
Powell and Maggie Lampkins.
in life. 4-H focuses on
choices
couple
After a week's honeymoon in Cancun, Mexico, the
developing healthy lifestyles
Hours: 5:30 a.m. until Midnight
is residing at 639 Radford Lake Rd., Henry, Tenn.
and understanding what hapMonday-Saturday
pens when unhealthy choices
are made.
What can I do in 4-H?
4-H offers something to interMr. and Mrs. Marty Wynn of Sedalia are the parents of a est everyone. Activities can be
1701 N. 12TH ST.• MURRAY
daughter, Hallee Kathleen Wynn, born on Tuesday, Aug. 9, built around individual interests
and talents. Youth will work
2005, at 11:29 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
(DOWN FROM CIRCUS SKATE)
oft
The baby weighed 6 pounds 8 ounces and measured 18 3/4 with other young people toward
inches. The mother is the former Melissa Ross. A brother is common goals and will be
Teddy Wynn.
Grandparents are Brenda Rucks of Boaz, Eddie and Maxine Ross of Kevil and Maxine Wynn of Paducah.

Boy Scout Troop 45 Attends Camp

II

Mr. and Mrs. Irby

it

A good snapshot stops a moment

1
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from running away.
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NEW LOCATION f°
'‘sil NOW IN TOWN!

BirthAnnouncement

Hallee Kathleen Wynn

TO PLACE AN ANNOUNCEMENT
CALL 753-1916

.4.(270) 767-0791

Lroj

Vitawal

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is leading the way with the
latest in radiation therapy by being the first an the region to

Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma. hay fever, sinus diseases. eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults

provide IMRT Tomotherapy. Intensity Modulated Radiation
Therapy (IMRT), available now, reduces healthy tissue damage
as it allows delivery of a higher dose of radiation by

No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome '

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071

pinpointing the target area
The IMRT uses pencil-thin radiation beams to pinpoint the exact
size and shape of cancerous tumors IMRT Tomotherapy has
advantages to the patient including treatment for
inoperable, odd -shaped tumors close to sensitive organs, and

Many

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

recurrent cancers previously treated IMRT also allows us to
focus on multiple tumors simultaneously
To schedule an appointment for a consultation call the MCCH
Regional Cancer Center at 270.762.1506 or visit our website
oder Centers of Excellence

'We Service Al Bronds"

212 East Main St • 753-1506
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Patience is a small price to pay

Petrified By Poultry

left-hand turn into a field or access road, or far to
With the fall harvest season coming into full
swing in our community, we a.s a community
the left for a right hand
turn. lust because the driver
need to consider the safety of our local farmers.
has moved far to the right
Everyday as more farmers start cutting their
'or left, we should never
tobacco, we'll start to notice more slow moving
assume that they are movvehicles pulling scathe wagons and tractors on
ing over so that we can go
our roadways. Later on this month, we will be
around them.
into the corn harvest season and we will start
When following a tractor
noticing combines moving from farm to farm
harvesting their corn.
or combine we should be on
the lookout for unmarked
I know with the fast pace society that we live
in today that we are all in a hurry to get to work
field entrances or other
Agricultural
or get the kids to the next extracurricular activity. pieces a driver might be
However with the upcoming season we all need
planning on entering. When
to consider the safety of not only our local farmthe time comes to pass, we
By Todd Powell
ers but the safety of ourselves and our families
should only pass when the
Calloway County
and slow down as we drive the roadways this
driver signals and pulls corn- Extension Agent
fall.
pletely off to the side of the
for Agnculture/
Every year in Kentucky, more than 200 acciroad or in designated passNatural
dents involving farm machinery and vehicles
ing lanes.
Resources
occur on our public roads with 6,000 to 7,000
In closing, let's all make
occurring annually in the United States. Many of
an honest attempt to slow down when traveling
these accidents lead to serious injuries or even
our rural highways this upcoming harvest season
fatalities. One thing to consider as we are driving in attempts to prevent a tragic collision in our
;
our rural roads this fall is that most farm machin- community. I know that I am just as guilty as the ;
ery travels at a pace of 25 mph or less. If you are
next when it comes to driving slow; however if .
driving at a speed of 55 mph and are approaching we all work together this fall we can do our part 1
a tractor traveling at a rate of 15 mph and do not
to help insure a safe harvest season for our local ,
slow down, you will be closing the distance
agriculture community.
between yourself and the tractor at a rate of 59
Please remember one thing — Arriving a few
feet per second, or the length of a football field in minutes late is a small price to pay to ensure the
five seconds.
safety of ourselves, our families, and the backOn average most cars today require a distance
bone of our community, our farmers.
of 224 feet to come to a complele stop when
For more information on farm safety, contact.
traveling at a speed of 55 mph. As you can see if
the Calloway County Cooperative Extension
you top a hill or come around a curve and are
Office.
approaching a tractor or Combine on the road you'
will only have split seconds to react in order to
Educational programs of the Kentucky-avoid a collision with the tractor.
Cooperative Extension Service serve all people .
Many times, once we have sloweddoWit kid"
regardless of race, colon age, sex,-religion, disare following a tractor or combine, we are all in a ability or national origin. University of Kentucky,
hurry to get around them and go on about our
Kentucky State University, U.S. Department of
business. However, many times a farmer will
Agriculture, and Kentucky counties, cooperating.
need to move far over to the right to complete a

8:3
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Update

AP Photo

Jo Nichter, of Oldham County, right, hands a bantam chicken to Avery Crews,6, of
Louisville, Ky.. to hold at the Kentucky State Fair Saturday in Louisville. Crews got
nervous when the bantam chicken moved in her hand. The fair runs through Aug.
28.

Future of tobacco competition
clouded at Kentucky State Fair
Participants in the tobacco farmer and government tobacco
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer,
competition range from school grader who was a judge in this
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AV) — kids to old timers who have year's tobacco contest.
In a tradition as old as the toiled in tobacco fields for
One contestant, 78-year-old
Kentucky State Fair itself, decades. Entries are down Billy Warner of Nicholasville,
tobacco judges went from row to sharply from the high-produc- waited just outside the room
row inspecting long, green bur- tion years before the quota cuts where the tobacco was being
ley leaves dangling from sticks. that contributed to the demise of judged Wednesday. Warner said
Nearby,
plants the federal tobacco program.
burley
he won his first state fair blue
This year. the amount of ribbon in the 1940s, and has
anchored in pots towered more
than six feet high. and buwIles entries was comparable to last become a perennial winner in
the tobacco contests.
•411110111616mi.fgoirrarionmai year except for a big decline in
crop were arrayed on tables — the cured burley category —
In the past, the state fair was
all awaiting the judges' verdicts. which had just 76 entries this a time to renew friendships, plus
Two octogenarian judges year, compared with 200 in friendly rivalries, among the
waiting to inspect leaf this week 2004.
farmers who brought samples of
Kenneth Shelton. a 91-year- their crop to the city. Warner
reflected on past tobacco shows
at the fair, and pondered whether old mainstay at the show, was said. Now,many of those friends
the event — a testament to the back judging leaf Wednesday. and competitors are dead, and
state's rich tobacco heritage — Shelton said the tobacco gener- fewer newcomers have taken
ally was better than he had their place at the contest.
has much of a future.
One of them, Arnett expected, given the summer
"We just don't have the comLaMaster, a retired burley drought. but he predicted that a petition we once had," Warner
farmer and government tobacco lot of farmers "aren't going to said.
grader. noted that Kentucky will make expenses."
Warner's desire to win still
harvest its smallest burley crop
Growers are lured to the con- burns, despite his long suing of
in nearly 80 years — reflecting test by the prize money and victories.
tobacco's declining influence. bragging rights that go with a
"I played sports all my life.
He said that could cloud the blue ribbon. In some categories, and if a man beats me fair and
tobacco contest's continued the top prize carries a $100 square. I'll be the first one to
longevity at the fair, which award. Families with multiple shake his hand and congratulate
opened its 11-day run Thursday. entries can take home a chunk of him — and the same way here."
"When there is a lack of cash, which one leaf judge said he said.
numbers and the health people is enough to keep farmers comIt turned out that Warner was,
are after you to begin with, it's ing back.
again, the one to be congratulatjust reasonable to me to think
"As long as the state fair can ed. He and his family won a
that somewhere down the road come up with some money to total of six blue ribbons in varithe state fair hoard will say, pay them for showing, they'll be ous burley categories, and he
'Look, we've had enough of this here," said William "Bill" took home a plaque for best
and we're not going to have a Henry. 80, a retired tobacco overall performance in burley.
tobacco show,— LaMaster said.
The tobacco competition —
which features burley and darkfired and dark-aired leaf — did
come under review by fair officials. Interest in this year's event
prolonged its life, though the
state fair's top official was noncommittal about its long-term
prospects.
"The number of entries that
we have for this year's fair is
substantial." Kentucky State
Fair Board President Harold
Workman said in a statement
Photos provided
Thursday. "So what we're going
Pictured are two cats available at the Murrayto do is just take it on a year-byCalloway County Animal Shelter. The one on the left
year basis."
is
a female adult orange and white shorthair, and the
This is the 101st Kentucky
one on the right is an adult female brown domestic
State Fair. and tobacco has been
shorthair named Cheetah. For additional information,
judged and displayed since the
event's inception. The tobacco
contact anlmalshelter@murray-ky.net.
show was discontinued in 1926
because of falling prices but was
re-established in 1948.

TOBACCO BUYOUT

News You
Need
In Each
Murray
Ledger &
Times

Attention Tobacco Quota Owners!!!
Recent IRS rulings provide that Owner Quota payments
taken in a lump sum May be eligible for a like-kind
exchange into real estate and deferral of federal income
tax pursuant to 1RC § 1031. The deadline to arrange the
like kind exchange is September 16. 2005. Call now to
set up your like kind exchange.

W. Cook
Tax Attorney
(270)365-6003
vancecook@bellsouth.net
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Oil prices motivating manure study
LUBBOCK, Texas (AP) —
As oil prices soar, cow manure
is getting more attention as an
alternative fuel source, particularly in Texas, the country's
biggest producer of cow patties.
For years, researchers have
studied manure as a fertilizer.
But at a time when state and federal energy
for
increasing rerTisi,iiEre—Kergy
sources, there is more focus on
developing cow dung as an
alternative to coal or natural gas.
"I see it as a valuable tool in

our tool box," said John
Sweeten, resident director of the
Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station in Amarillo. "Sixty-dollar-a-barrel oil recruits a lot of
interest in biomass. At $10-abarrel oil, there's not much
interest."
The Panda Group of Dallas
plans to fuel a $120 million
ethanol plant set to open next
year in Hereford with cow
manure and other waste. The
company said it will realize an
energy savings equivalent to

1,000 barrels of oil per day turning manure and cotton gin waste
into clean-burning fuel to power
the plant.
Biomass is renewable organic matter, such as manure and
crops like corn, grain sorghum
and soybeans, all of which can
be processed into ethanol. With
more cattle, dairy cows and hogs
coming to the Texas.Panhandle,
and with farmers moving toward
planting more dryland crops that
demand less fertilizer, the potential for surplus manure is great.

Like majoring in Free
with a minor in Sweet Deal.
STUDENT FREE CHECKING FROM REGIONS. College is expensive enough
without your checking account asking for a handout. too That's why there's
Student Free Checking.'featuring the Regions Platinum Visa CheckCard and
lots more free stuff. thanks to Rewards with Visa Extras. Because what's the
point of having a checking account if you ve got nothing left to put in it?

FREE REGIONS PLATINUM

VISA CHECKCARD
• Fast convenient, safe
• Accepted at millions
of merchants
• Get cash at Regions
1,700 ATMs
• Platinum prestige

FREE PLATINUM
ACCOUNT SECURITY
• Fraud protection
with zero habit ty
• Purchase protectio.t
protects against
theft or damage
• Emergency card
replacement

FREE ONLINE
BANKING
WITH BILL PAY
• Bank online, 24/7
• View statements and
transfer funds
• Manage finances from
anywhere

FREE REWARDS

WITH VISA EXTRAS
• Earn points every time
you use your card
• Redeem points for growirg selection of rewards
and gifts

•See rewards catalog at
visa.comlextras

For more information, call the University Branch located
next to Roy Stewart Stadium at 270453.6151
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'It's still
my dream
job'

MONDAY
AUGUST 22, 2005

PELLA PROGRESS BOWL

Tigers tripped up by Trojans
Edwards' Tigel
fall short ia Wad

The day had started at
8:30 a.m., and even though
the clock was moving past
r
the 1 a.m. mark, Calloway
l
McKee
Josh
y
Count coach
did not look tired as he sat
By MICHAEL DANN
in his office at Jack Rose
Sports Writer
It wasn't the debut Lee
Stadium in the wee hours of
Sunday morning.
Edwards was hoping for.
Maybe it was the enthusiThe nightmarish 35-7 seasonasm of the young. Maybe it
opening loss to Dyersburg,
was because on a stifling
Tenn., in the Pella Progress
summer night, McKeel's
Bowl left the first-year Murray High football coach with
dream began coming true.
"It's still my dream job,"
one assessment: "Not what I
McKeel said after Calloway
dreamed about; not at all."
The game was more of a
fell to Dyer County 21-7.
And while two local
dream for Mitch Eakin, who
coaches were making their
pulled out a performance that
debuts at
helped Dyersburg beat the
the Pella
Tigers in the first of the twoBowl, with
game Pella Bowl at Calloway
Murray
County High School on SaturHigh's Lee
day night.
Edwards
Eakin, a 5-foot-6. 150-pound
watchtng
scatback, motored his way
his Tigers
through the Tiger defense for
run out of
255 yards on 13 carries, includsteam in
ing four touchdowns and a 66an attempt
yard punt return. He earned
The Inside to upset
the Most Valuable Player award
Tennessee
and helped the Trojans improve
Scoop
power
to 3-0 all-time in Pella Bowl
By David Ramey Dyersburg.
action.
Guest
McKeel's
Dyersburg head coach James
Columnist
debut was
Counce said that Eakin is a
a special
great kid, one who is easy to
coach.
milestone for Calloway
Even a slow start didn't slow
County football.
Eakin. The kickoff was delayed
The first Calloway alumfor an hour Saturday night in
nus to head the Lakers, the
order for temperatures to drop
former standout tight end at
under Kentucky High School
Murray State got a taste of
Athletic Association guidelines.
the depth of his challenge as
"He's a great kid, and I
he takes command of a prolast
1-9
ed
finish
wish he only had to play one
gram that
way, but we have to have him
year.
up
lined
s
senior
the field defensively,"
six
on
Only
Counce said of his defensive
for the Lakers on Saturday
back. "We were worried with
night. Eight Calloway starters
the heat and having to go both
are playing both ways, a
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo
ways that we really watched
particularly high number in
ns in the first half Saturday
Troja
burg
n is gang-tackled by a host of Dyers
hint closely."
Wilso
Class 3A, a problem which
Jon
ack
tailb
y
Murra
hed with 112 yards
good ground
Calloway County High School. Wilson finis
The Tigers had a
Saturday's 100-degree heat
night at the Pella Progress Bowl, held at
exasperated.
es in Murray's 35-7 season-opening loss.
•See MURRAY Page 2B on nine carri
Building a sustaining winner in 3A football for the
Lakers, in a district that is
always going to include
powers Paducah Tilghman
and Hopkinsville, is going to
be a challenge.
But it's a challenge that
McKeel, since he started putting on that red jersey in
elementary school, has
always wanted to take on.
Other than a four-year stint
as a starting tight end at
Murray State, Laker football
has been his life.
By SCOTT NANNEY
On Saturday night, he
Sports Editor
came full circle: Head footFlowers are usually meant
ball coach.
for a happy occasion.
While Dyersburg and
And Saturday night's Pella
Murray High were exchangProgress Bowl was one of
ing fumbles, McKeel was
those times for new Calloway
doing the little things head
County head coach Josh McKcoaches have to do before
t
eel — right up until a cerstuden
a
ng
Teachi
s:
opener
tain flower — Dyer County
manager to handle stats.
running. back Andre Flowers,
Handing out equipment.
that is -=, appeared on the
way
Dragging the Callo
Jack D. Rose Stadium sod.
County bell, which rings
The 6-foot, 186-pound junto
score,
when the Lakers
ior ran roughshod over the
the front of the stands. A
Lakers and ruined McKeel's
couple of weeks ago, before
a
head coaching debut in the
Calloway's first scrimmage,
g
process,,rushing for 179 yards
mowin
him
caught
visitor
a touchdown on 26 carand
the grass.
ries while also catching two
He wasn't nervous. ("I
passes' for 13 yards as the
think you'll find him calm,
visitilg Choctaws chopped
cool and collected," someone
Calloway 21-7 as the
lz
down
He
did).
I
and
had told me,
turned to early Suncalen
was confident.
rnipg.,
the
day
p.m.,
10
about
Finally,
"(Andre Fldwers) is- a very
game and the career kicked
running back who just
into
good
s
second
52
just
off. And
er as the game went
strong
got
to
the game. McKeel had
that's a credit to
And
on.
on
decisi
of
types
those
face
MICHAEL DANNILedger & Times Photo
McKee!, who still
said
him,"
make.
only head coaches can
-be Dyer County tacklers in
would
few
as a daisy himng back Trey Travis eludes a
fresh
runni
ed
e
appear
the
omor
on
soph
y
two
and
Count
way
down
Callo
Fourth
at Calloway County High School
self at 1 a.m. despite report- the first half Saturday night during the third annual Pella Progress Bowl
Dyer County 28.
ing for duty at 8 a.m. on Sat20 yards on the night.
No hesitation. Calloway's
Travis finished with seven carries for
urday.
night, con- Choctaw player.
going for it.
The Lakers failed to get touchdown of the
That was in stark contrast attempt sailed wide of the goal"No," McKeel responded
Jordan
junior
False start.
with
g
much going until it was almost nectin
e, which posts.
defens
Laker
the
to
asked if he considered
coach.
a
when
of
life
bomb
That's the
Williams on an 18-yard
grew weary trying to corral
It was mostly an offensive too late.
g the game on the shoulputtin
t.
contes
the
in
left
But if McKeel's coaching
3:53
with
Trailing 14-0 in the fourth
the speedy Flowers, who struggle for the red-clad hosts
the extra ders of the Lakers' defensive
career was a IPO on Wall
r, Calloway turned to Asher then booted
after
quarte
honors
musMVP
CCHS
as
game
point,
earned
that
after
to with- unit one more time. "We had
CCHS
Street. he would be a hot
pull
to
point
over half (192) tered just 191 total yards (114 backup quarterback Logan
well
g
gainin
to get the ball back. It was
buy.
a spark. The 5-11, in 14-7.
for
total
Seay
300
77
aws'
only
and
Choct
that our
d
the
groun
of
the
on
of
"Josh McKeel is one
With nearly four minutes pretty clear to me
Senior tight 150-pound junior put togethair.
tired."
the
was
h
yards.
e
throug
defens
player
men,
their
of
young
three
finest
all
the
of 36 to go and
Responding to their new end Tyler Brockman was one er back-to-back runs
As it turned out, the Lakcoaches, that I've ever been
Lak- timeouts left, the Lakers could
the
get
to
yard.s
10
and
iasm,
enthus
earnay,
and
Callow
energy
coach's
did have one last chance
bright spot for
ers
ball
the
kick
to
d
around at any level. If peoas the ing team MVP honors after ers out of a first-and-20 hole, have electe
out
started
Lakers
the game after stopthe
he'll
tie
to
time,
McKple will give him
the game to Dyer County. Instead,
Choctaws on three
aggressor. recovering an onside catching four passes for 52 and then he put
the
ping
keep
and
try
to
build Calloway County a
chose
back into the hands of sen- eel
kickoff. yards.
g
openin
the
on
the Calloway threat
kick
But
plays.
m."
side
fine football progra
Devon Winchester. momentum on his team's
ed with 1:52 left,
But Calloway's momentum
"The lack of offensive pro- ior starter
thwart
was
the
But
kick.
The endorsement would
onside
an
with
Winchester, who finished
the drive duction falls on me," noted
when
stalled
was
Joe
from
g
harme
comin
ed
mean a lot
for 114 yards, kick instead bounc
died at the 10-yard line and McKeel. "We'll get better 9-of-25 passing
a IN See LAKERS Page 28
Stonecipher. McKeel's predeLakers' only lessly into the arms of
the
ced
goal
produ
field
yard
27s
Asher'
"
ively.
Seth
offens
coach,
head
Laker
as
cessor
II See RAMEY Page 28

DYER COUNTY 21, CALLOWAY COUNTY 7

Flowers comes up roses for Dyer Co.
First victory
eludes McKeel's
grasp versus
Dyer Co.

so
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itg 1r114
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Racers go back to basics
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State Racers.
ics, than two weeks away from
first
their
game of the
riffj season at Mississippi State
on Sept. 3,
continued to
work on the
basics Sunday
map* i n the 95degree heat.
"We're
under two weeks away from
our first game, and it feels

like we still have a million
Camp Notes: The Racers
things to work on," Racer head also worked on an offensive drill
coach Joe Pannunzio said.
where certain situations would
The Racers worked on goal- be set up that would force
line offense and defense yes- quarterback Ken
Topps to
terday, as well as kickoff returns scramble.
and kickoff coverage. Another
"Ken is so nifty out of the
point of focus for Pannunzio
was double-teaming on the pocket, so we needed a bonafide
scramble drill that would emuoffensive line.
late
a real game situation:"
"We worked on a zone block
for our offensive line," Pan- Pannunzio claimed.
Injury Itapoot Four Racers
nunzio said. "When you put
two guys on one lineman, you did not practice on Sut‘day.
have to be dominant, and I Al] injuries are day-to-day:
don't think we are at the level offensive lineman Man Garrett
we need to be at just yet."
(ankle), running back Nick

Turner (knee), linebacker Vincent Coley (hand) and tight
end Ben Rush (ankle).
Leadership Concerns: Pannunzio shared concerns about
the lack of leadership he has
seen so far in the practice season.
"I'm worried about our team
leadership," he said. "We have
about three-quarters of guys
who do the right thing on every
play and every drill, but about
one-quarter of the guys still
need to put the team ahead of
the individual."

1111 Ramey ... 49ers await word on lineman's death
From Page 1B
who spent almost three
decades on the Calloway
staff, or from McKeel's
college coach, Murray
State' s Joe Pannuzzio,
both were in the stands
Saturday.
But it probably means
more coming from former
(VHS head coach Billy
Mitchell, who coached college and high school football for over four decades.
Mitchell played for Bear
Bryant and Blanton Collier
at Kentucky, coached at
Wake Forest, Virginia Tech
and Kentucky among other
stops.
Mitchell's seen other
young men who were
meant to coach. (Just one
example: Frank Beamer
played for Virginia Tech
when Mitchell was on the
staff).
"I thought he (McKeel)
would go in a different
direction," Mitchell said of
McKeel. "But once he
focused on it (being Calloway's coach), it was just
a matter of time. He works
extremely hard. He's the
real deal.
"you're talking about
someone who could have
gone into college coaching.
He could be the head
coach at the University of
Kentucky if he wanted to
he. He's just driven. He
has what it takes. But he
Wants to teach and coach
kids at the high school
level. That unusual. And
refreshing."
McKeel's soft-sopken and
polite the calls everyone
sir, including newspaper
reporters), hut his presence
commands a room. And
you could tell it rubbed off
on the Lakers, who were
gritty, determinted and
focused. Just like their
coach.
"I believe in these kids
100 percent," McKeel said
afterwards. "They've done
exeryone we've asked for."
And they showed some
spunk Saturday. Trailing 14o to Dyer County early in
the fourth quarter, they battled back, getting within a
touchdown. Calloway got
the hall back with just
user two minutes left, but
a last ditch effort fell short
and Dyer added a late
touchdown.
Calloway's journey was
lust beginning.
And so in way, was
Josh McKeel's.
David Ramey is a former
sports editor at the Murray
Ledger & Times.
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DENVER (AP)-The cool Colorado evening
seemed perfect for football, perfect for Thomas
Herrion to prove to the San Francisco 49ers
that he could play in the NFL.
A few minutes after Saturday night's game
against the Denver Broncos ended, though, the
backup offensive lineman collapsed near his
locker. He was rushed to the hospital, and
shortly afterward, pronounced dead at age 23.
"We lost a teammate and a very good friend,"
Niners coach Mike Nolan said on Sunday, as
the shock of the loss sunk in.
The Denver coroner's office performed an
autopsy, but said no cause of death could be
determined until toxicology tests were performed. The tests usually take about three to
six weeks.
"Our thoughts are with the Herrion family
and the 49ers," NFL spokesman Greg Aiello
said. "We will be in contact with the 49ers to
learn the details of what happened."
Herrion's death once again shined a spotlight on the overall health of NFL players,
especially the linemen, who routinely weigh in
at more than 300 pounds.
It came four summers after offensive lineman Korey Stringer of the Minnesota Vikings
died of heatstroke following a practice in steamy
90-degree weather.
Temperatures were nowhere near that Saturday night - mid-60s with 50 percent humidity when Herrion was on the field. And while
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pat GB
W
Atlanta
70 54 565
Philadelphia
67 58.536 3 1/2
Florida
65 58.528 4 1/2
Washington
65 59 524
5
New York
63 60 512 6 1/2
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
78 46 629
St Louis
Houston
12
66 58 532
Mihvaukee
61 64 48817 1/2
Chicago
18
60 64 484
Cincinnati
21
57 67 460
Pittsburgh
25
53 71 427
West Division
L Pct GB
W
San Diego
61 62 496
4
Arizona
58 67 464
Los Angeles
5
56 67 455
San Francisco
54 69 439
7
Colorado
47 77 37914 1/2

Monday's Games
L.A. Dodgers (Jackson 0-0) at Florida
(Willis 16-8), 12:05 p.m
St. Louis (Mulder 14-6) at Pittsburgh
(Fogg 6-8), 6:05 p.m
Atlanta (T.Hudson 9-7) at Chicago Cubs
(C Zambreno 10-5), 7:05 p m
N V Mets (Glavine 9-10) at Anzona
(Webb 10-9). 8 40 p.m.
Houston (Oswalt 14-10) at San Diego
(W Williams 6-9), 905 p.m
Philadelphia (Lieber 12-10) at San
Francisco (Lowry 9-11), 915 p m.
'Woodsy's Games
St. Louts (Marquis 9-12) at Pittsburgh
Thomas Herrion
(Duke 6-0), 6:05 p.m
Cincinnati (L.Hudson 4-6) at
heatstroke is still possible under such mild
WaiNnglon(Armes 7-6). 6,05 p m.
conditions, the notion that Herrion, or any foof,-_ _..._Elitlitla411801•11 12-6) at Milwaukee
(- Oupairo13-11). 705 p.m.
ball player, is in good enough shape to handle rigorous game conditions simply because ---•-itsiolirfifnorrtson 3-3) et Chicago Cubs
(JYARIEems 3-6). 705 p.m
he's a professional athlete is being questioned
N Y. Mats (V.Zarnbrano 6-10) at Arizona
(Vargas 7-6). 8:40 p.m.
all over again.
Houston (Clemens 11-5) at San Diego
The first-year guard, a longshot to make the
(Peavy 10-6). sos
final roster, was listed at 6-foot-3, 310 pounds,
Colorado (Jam Wright 6-14) at L.A
Dodgers (Weaver 11-8), 910 p m
about average for an NFL lineman. But when
Philadelphia (Padilla 6-11) at San
measured on the body-mass index scale, which
Francisco (Tomko 7-13). 915 p rn

American League Standings
All 71rnee CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
71 51.582
Boston
New York
67 55.549
4
Toronto
63 60 512 8 1/2
Bartimore
60 63 48811 1r2
51 73 411
Tampa Bay
21
Central Division
W IPct GB
Chicago
75 46.620
Cleveland
68 56 548 8 1/2
Minnesota
66 58 53210 1/2
Detroit
60 62 48215 1/2
Kansas City
40 82.328351/2
West Dtvision
W
L Poi GB
Los Angeles
71 53.573
Oakland
68 55.553 2 1/2
Texas
57 66.46313 1/2
Seattle
53 70.43117 1/2
Sunday's Games
Detroit 17. Toronto 6
Cleveland 5 Baltimore 1
Minnesota 8, Seattle 3
Tampa Bay 6. Texas 3
Chicago White Sox 6, N.Y. Yankees 2
Kansas City 5. Oakland 4. 12 innings
Boston 5, L.A Angels 1
Mondey's Games
Toronto (Downs 1-2) at N.Y. Yankees
(Jar Wright 3-2), 6:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Millwood 8-10) at Tampa
Bay (Waechter 4-8),6:15 p.m
Tuesday's Gaines
Oakland (Haren 10-9) at Detroit
(Robertson 5-10). 6:05 p.m.
Toronto (Towers 10-9) at N.Y. Yankees
(Leiter 3-3). 6:05 p.m.
L.A Angels (Washburn 6-7) at
Baltimore (Chen 10-6), 6:05 p.m
Cleveland (Westbrook 11-13) at Tampa
Bay (Hendrickson 7-7), 6:15 p.m
Seattle (Moyer 10-4)at Texas
(Dominguez 0-3). 7:05 p.m.
Boston (D.Wells 9-6) at Kansas City
(Greolke 3-14). 7:10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Garcia 11-5) at
Minnesota (J Santana 12-6), 7.10 p.m

is a commonly accepted standard of fitness in
the medical community, Herrion would be considered "severely obese."

•Murray ...
From Page 1B
game going for them, as well,
racking up 283 yards on 42 rushes with Rashad Troup leading
the way.
The senior tailback earned
MVP honors for Murray with
162 yards on 25 carries, while
Trigg County transfer Jon Wilson picked up 112 yards on
just nine carries.
But penalties and turnovers
ultimately were the Achilles
heel for the Tigers. Murray
finished with II penalties for
84 yards and committed seven
fumbles, losing five of them.
"We made too many mistakes." Edwards said following the loss. "We played a
good team. Dyersburg is a good
team, and we knew that. We
knew that we had to play as
close to mistake-free ball as
we could, and we just didn't.
"We turned the ball over
too many times. I'm afraid to
watch the film. We do a thing
called fumble sprints. Every
time we put the ball on the
ground, we run three sprints.
Every time we don't get it
back, that's three more. We're
going to be running a lot (on
Monday).But the coach saw some
positives.
"We did a lot of things
right," Edwards added. "In the
first half, we moved the football real well. They wore us
out physically. They ase twice
the size that we are, but I'm
not making excuses. Nobody
is. We're going to get better,
that's all I can say. We are
going to keep plugging."
Counce didn't discredit the
notion that his team. a 3A school
in west Tennessee, had a size
and numbers advantage on the
Tigers.
"I think that he had a lot
to do with it," the former Henry
County (Tenn.) High School
head coach said. "We had more
kids, and we rolled them pretty good. I think that played a
big part in what we were able
to do on both sides of the

TIGERS
r,

I

oyareboill
Money

77
70

14 7- DI
0

- or

First Quarter
91 - Troupe 8 n.on (14c4and lock), 641
- Eakin 1 run (Miss lock), 831
&mond Ousrlar
- Erin 78 run (Milos acii). 3:21
Tlerd Osorler
- Earn 34 run (Mass luck), 800
0- Eakin 34 tun (iAtes krck), 6-07
Poiurth Duerr
D - Cakasill 59I,(Mass kick), 633

o

o

o

Tern btorree
0
14
36
359
640
16
375
7-2
7.55

Rat Downs
Rush**
Rushing Yards
Passing
Ping Yards
911911 Yards
Rierilee4oet

Peivelleis

12
42
283
3.4-0
28
311
7-5

11-64

•••

Undivided easidlee
&divine - (Dveretiere) Eakin 13-225 471).
Cakteree 10-80 TO lemur 11-23 Cherry 1,1
R Taylor 4-7 Wes 2-7(Illurriry) Troupe
25-162 TD. Rollins 8-9, Wilson 9-112
Pawing - (Dyersburg) 8 Toyor 34-0 15
(Murry) Rohm 3-4-026
Asosiving - (Dyersburg) Mlles 2-13, S
Taylor 1-3 (Murray) Stephens 3-29

ball.
"They started off, their
offense was keyed and they
were ripping us. They were
running a lot of counter and
misdirection, and it was causing us some problems. But we
made some adjustments and
did some things different on
defense in order to make a
stop. Once we were able to
get a little confidence on
offense, we were able to get
a lot of things going. But I
really think us being able to
play a lot of kids was a big
factor in the game."
Murray scored first, on its
second possession of the game
when Troup found paydirt from
eight yards out with 6:24 to
play in the first quarter. Ryan
Noland provided the extra point,
giving Murray High an early
7-0 lead.
Dyersburg tied the game at
7-7 following Murray's TD,
when Eakin ping-ponged his
way in from two yards out
with 3:31 to play.
Eakin then broke off a 78
yard touchdown run and followed up with a 34 yard touchdown run, giving the Trojans
a comfortable 28-7 lead.
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A team sponsored by Carter Chiropractic recently captured the 9-under Mustang
League tournament championship. Team members pictured include (front
row,
from left) Garrett Holland, Wade Carter. Clay Smotherman, Stephen Orr,
Austin
Brittain, Sonny Adams, (middle row) Dakota Feagin, Tristan Crady, Dakota Dukes,
Logan Butler, Tyler Masthay, Daniel McGee, (back row) coaches Chad
Feagin,
Terry Butler, Rick McGee and Jason Carter.

Smith,White lead Lady Lakers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Junior forwards Katlyn
Smith and Haley White combined for all four of the Calloway County Lady Lakers'
goals in a 4-2 defeat of Second District foe Graves Coun-

ty in prep soccer action Saturday morning at the Jim Nix
Soccer Complex.
Smith scored both of her
goals in the first half and added
an assist in helping the Lady
Lakers to a 3-2 halftime lead.
White, who had one first-half
goal, added her second in the

•Lakers
From Page 1B

second half to close out the scoring.
Whitney Wicker and Karra
Jones also had assists for Calloway, which fell behind 2-1
before rallying before the intermission with two goals by
Smith.
The Lady Lakers won the
battle of shots by a 15-14
count. CCHS goalkeeper Beth c
Ross recorded nine saves.

, when

Dyer defensive
back Derek Hinson intercepted a Winchester pass.
The Choctaws then put
some icing on the cake with
Neil Flowers' 38-yard scoring sprint with only 13 seconds remaining.
Despite the loss, McKeel was generally pleased
with the way his first game
as a head coach went.
"1 wish the outcome
would have been different,
but I don't think I would
have changed a whole lot,"
he explained. "I would give
our kids a 100. They played
hard and did everything we
asked them to do. The grade
falls on me as far as execution goes."
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TV, radio
Monday. Aug. 22
LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL
NOON
ESPN2
World Series pool Play
round, Valencia, Venezuela vs Chiba
City Japan. at WOlarnsport. Pa
2 p.m
ESPN - World Soles, pool play
round, Maitland, Fla. vs Ewa Beach.
Hawaii. at Williamsport Pa.
3 p.m.
ESPN2 - World Series, pool play
round. Saud Arebee as, Willemstad.
Curacao. at WilllemsPort. Pa7 pan.
ESPN2 - Work,Sines, pool play
round Newtown. Ps vs Davenport,
lows at witismsport, Pa
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN
Atlanta at Chicago Cubs
TBS - Atlanta at Chicago Cubs
NFL FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ABC - Pr9119890n. Dales at Sean*
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This Land Is Our Land - Protect It Through

CALLOWAY COUNTY
CONSERVATION DISTRICT'S
ANNUAL REPORT
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2005
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Rudy Forsythe, District Soil Scientist is presenting soil
information to students preparirig for the Regional
Envirothon event.
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Elementary students participated at the Character Counts Day
at Murray State Curris Center and learn about being responsible in our environment. Pictured here, the students participated in making bird feeders.
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Calloway County Conservation District hosted Safety Day at
'southwes. t Elementary in May 2005. The Fire Department
volunteered to promote Fire Safety.
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Calloway County ConseNation District holds a banquet
annually to present Conservation Awards. Award winners
shown in the picture, back row, left to right: Janet Caldwell,
Margo McIntosh, and Ginny Harper. Front row: Tun Coles,
Outstanding Cooperator Award, and Alfred Williams, Master
Conservationist Award.
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Calloway County Envirothon team included members from
Calloway County FFA Chapter. They work on the Envirothon
topics of soil, aquatics, and forestry.
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The District has completed its 56th year of operation as organized under the Kentucky Revised Statues. Its purpose is to plan
and carry out a program of work to use renewable natural
resources of land, water, woodland, and wildlife for the best interest of everyone in Calloway County.
Emphasis has been placed on a balanced soil and water conservation program in planning and application. Through the technical
assistance of the NRCS,the following conservation practices were
installed in the county: no-till, minimum tillage, conservation
cropping systems, contour farming, crop residue management,
pasture and hayland planting, wildlife habitat management, tree
planting, critical area planting, woodland improvement, ponds,
diversion ditches, grass waterways, field borders, filter strips, firebreaks, animal waste storage facilities, agrichemical handling
facilities, cattle panel and rip-rap grade stabilization structures.
The District has a memorandum agreement with the Kentucky
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet, Division of Conservation and USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS).
The Calloway County Fiscal Court has been valuable in providing finances of the district programs. From this support, the district
was able to maintain program operation and to help cover the cost
of employing Cindy Cossey, Administrative Secretary, Kendric
Holder, Agricultural Tech, Nathan Hicklin, 319 program manager.
and Nancy Overbey and Whitney Hand as administrative assis
tants. A total of 2961 tracts, 1896 farms and 176,178.2 acres have
Ag Water Quality Plans developed since 1996 in Calloway
County.
Through the KY Soil Erosion and Water Quality State Cost-Share
program, thirteen applications were submitted, and three funded.
Conservation planning assistance was provided in preparing 65
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) plans for the Farm Service
Agency (FSA). Installation of water quality practices continued on
56 Environmental Quality Incentives program (EQIP) contracts
that were funded during 1998 to 2004. There were 12 new EQIP
contracts that were funded for 2005. Through the Forest Land
Enhancement Program (FLEP) we supported two landowners par, tictpation, as wAll.as the vgruval of one application for Wildlife
Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP).
During the year, the district sponsored several educational related projects. A Conservation Awards banquet, with awards being
presented for the Conservation Art and Writing winners, Master
Conservationist, Outstanding Cooperator, and other honor award
winners were recognized and awards were presented. There were
approximately six hundred students participated in the conservation writing contest and approximately thirteen hundred students
entered the conservation art contest. The Conservation District
also supports our high school and college students by giving four
$500 Upper Class scholarships and three $500 incoming freshman
scholarships for students attending Murray State University. The
district organized and sponsored Youth Ag Day for about 450 fifth
grade students from four local schools and Murray Calloway
Christian Home Educators. This event was held on the Murray
State University farm and approximately 60 earth team volunteers
helped with this event. The District purchased and distributed over
4,000 tree seedlings to the general public with the help of the
Calloway County High School's Agriculture Department and the
Kentucky Division of Forestry. Calloway Co. FFA officers and
members not only helped with youth Ag Day and tree seedlings
distribution, but also went into the elementary school classrooms
and demonstrated lesson plans that show why agriculture is important to everyone. The Conservation District is happy to help sponsor the Envirothon Team from Calloway Co. High School. The
district also sponsored two safety days - one for the two high
schools and two middle schools and one for an elementary school •
in the county/city school systems. The Conservation District
helped sponsor the KY Agriculture and Environment in the
Classroom workshop for teachers along with the Center for
Environmental Education and the School of Agriculture at Murray
State University. The district supports Soil Stewardship week by
distributing booklets, bookmarks and information posters to
schools and the Calloway County Public Library. The district has
a no-till drill that has been rented by local farmers through Henry
Farmers Cooperative.
The District wishes to express its appreciation to all who helped
make this a successful year in soil and water conservation: the
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) for furnishing
Steve Alcott, District
technical assistance through
Conservationist; Shea Sykes, Soil Conservationists, the Kentucky
Division of Conservation and Calloway County Fiscal Court for
financial aid, the Farm Service Agency (FSA) for cost-share on
conservation practices, the Extension Service, Calloway County
Young Farmers Association, and the Farm Bureau Federation for
educational help, the Murray Ledger & Times for publishing news
articles, local radio and 1'V station for news releases, Kentucky
Division of Conservation, Kentucky Division of Forestry,
Kentucky Department of Agriculture, Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife, Murray State University Agricultural
Department, Murray and Calloway School systems and teachers,
Chemical and Fertilizer companies, Agribusiness, Local Banks,
Civic Clubs, and churches of the county. The report respectfully
submitted by Larry Gilbert, Chairman; Randy McCallon, ViceChairman; Marty Carraway, Secretary-Treasurer; Larry Halt,
Member; Mark Wilson, Member; Gary Haneline, Member; and
Henry Armstrong, Member.

Jimmy Erwin is standing next to a rip-rap grade stabilization
that is being constructed on the Polly Erwin farm near South
Pleasant Grove. This practice is being installed to control
active gully erosion and improve water quality.

A stream crossirig was installed on Johnny Colson's farm after
he fenced out cattle from Bullfrog Branch near State Line Road
The purpose of this practice is to improve water quality by
reducing sediment nutrient, organic and inorganic loading of
the stream.

Mr. Edgar Doors is a beekeeper that teaches the 400 fifth grade
students that attend Youth Ag Day about the importance ot
pollination to agricultural production.

Shown above is Franklin Rogers standing by his new grass
waterway that has been installed on his farm. An erosion
control blanket was placed in the center of his waterway to
help stabilize the center until vegetation is established. This
practice helps improve water quality by stopping severe gully
erosion and filters water before flowing downstream.

Carraway, Sec./Treas.;
.;
Board of Supervisors: Ba,
Randy McCallon, Vice Chair; Larry Gilbert, Chairman; and
Mark Wilson. Front - Gary Haneline, Larry Hale, and Flenry
Armstrong.

Murray, Kentucky
767-0491
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Theadny, Aug. 23, 21105:

for

You have a way about you that
inspires confidence. Clearly.
you do best in one-on-one situations and might have already
developed a senes of- partnerships, covering different a.spects
of your life. You will want a new
home, to move or to remodel.
You are also changing on a deep
and more profound level. Think
about your security. You also
might want to go to school again
or travel to expand your mind. If
you are single. you will want a
relationship. but you need to
make adjustments. Live-in situations change radically. If you
are attached, your sweetie is
trustworthy. He or she will grow
mentally with you. TAURUS
opens doors.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

game Of get into a group sport
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Others find your ability to
vrOds with the ebb and flow of different situations remarkable.
You might need to take on the
role of troubleshooter at work or
with a key project Look for better and more efficient ways to
accomplish what you must
Tonight. Bum the candle at both
ends. Try to come in early
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Take an overview, if possible. Not everyone will agree
with you. Your creativity plugs
into your problem-solving ability.
You find answers while others
start a commotion. Stay on your
chosen
path.
Tonight.
Sometimes impulsiveness is
good.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A partner whispers information in your ear. You, as a
result, might need to revamp
your ideas, or at least your
approach to a situation. Work
with this person. for now. You
might decide to go on your own
very soon. Tonight: Chat with a
confidant.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Working with others can
challenge you right now. If you
cannot make your point using
your normal conversational
style, try another way. Words
mean different things to different
people Be creative. Tonight
Accept an invitation out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Adjust your budget to your
present financial situation, not to
what you wish it was or what you
project it to be. Work with hard
facts. Your imagination is one of
your greatest assets, but not
with money and your budget.
Tonight. Work overtime or clean
-up a project.- -----

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Your ability to adjust
separates you from the majority.
If you see the logic in a situation
or in a very different concept,
you can go with it. Use your
assets (not necessarily money)
to the max, and you, as well as
those who are fortunate enough
to be around you will gain.
Tonight: Slow your hectic pace.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Take today for what is
offered to you. A partnership
reshapes itself slowly but surely.
Realize your limits within the
present framework. Get ready to
take action in the near future.
Listen to suggestioriC Tonight:
Get extra reSt-.KNAME.SED1f12 toSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 224:30c.
need it.
21)• GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You twist and turn in
***** Your spint is remark- different directions trying to
able, even in the face of adversi- solve a situation. You have the
ty You have the unique ability to creativity and intelligence to
turn situations around because come up with dynamic and powof your listening skills, ingenuity
erful ideas. Harness your fiery
and willingness to pitch in
spirit and come up with answers.
Organize yourself, as well as Tonight: Ever playful
others Tonight- Go to a baseball CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

*** A domestic matter or a real
estate involvement needs to be
revisited or updated. At the same
time, new ideas demand another
mind-set. Dig within and use that
ability to revise your thinking.
Tonight: Happy at home.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your style of expressing yourself . brings a reversal
with someone,who's key to the
quality of you life. You laugh,
and someone'
)
0else responds.
Look to a me ling where you
can help pres t a different point
of view. Topfght: Turn in early
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might need to listen
more carefully to a boss or a
respected confidant He or she
has the answers, whether you
want to hear them or not. Revise
your thinking in order to work
with a higher-up, or consider a
change, Tonight: Your treat.
BORN TODAY
Comedian
Dave Chappelle
(1972), actress Barbara Eden
(1934)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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•R.J. MCDOUGAL
PRESSROOM MANAGER
the Murray Ledger & Times. During his time here, R.J.

TNT
LIFE

has witnessed many changes in the printing industry.

USA

He still rises long before the sun to make certain your

AMC

newspaper is printed by our quality press team.
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With Heartfelt Thanks
From The Family of
Merrell Coleman

NOTICE OF HEARING
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Nse

1.

Separate sealed bids, subject to the conditions herein, will be received until 11:00
a.m., on September 14, 2005, at the Murray-Calloway County Airport, 544 Airfield
Lane, Murray, Kentucky 42071, and at that hour opened and publicly read, for furnishing all labor and materials and performing all work connected with the project
will be
described below. Bids received after this time will not be accepted and
returned unopened.
Project Description:

io
mein

foot
The project consists of construction of a terminal building that is a 2,300 square
g
standin
and
veneer
brick
,
trusses
wood
with
ction
building of wood frame constru
s of a lobby,
seam metal roof approximately 65 feet long and 40 feet deep. It consist
and a
lounge area, restroom facilities, vending machine area and conference room
rooms.
few other small
be examined at
Copies of specifications, proposals, bidding requirements, etc., may
the following places:
1. Murray-Calloway County Airport
544 Airfield Lane
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Mr.

kapdew-

lane
'auk

Justice
Versate
louse
iSa
Rey-

miner
11000)

rams)
Sc
tV'ff
X1
12:30

cents
The General fund tax levied in fiscal year 2005 was 49.9
proand
y
propert
l
persona
on
cents
50.1
and
y
on real propert
tax
duced revenue of $1,685,530. The proposed General Fund
l
rate of 49.9 cents on real property and 50.1 cents on persona
property is expected to produce $1,817,393. Of this amount
$249,934 is from new and personal property. The compensating
tax for 2006 is 48.2 cents on real property and 48.2 cents on personal property and is expected to produce $1,754,477.
revThe general areas to which revenue of $131,863 above 2005
$5,064;
ons,
collecti
of
Cost
follows:
as
are
d
allocate
be
enue is to
instruction. $126,799. '

Calloway County Extension District Board
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
(For 4% Increase)

3. AGC of Western Kentucky
2201 McCracken Boulevard
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
may be obtained from
For bidding purposes, plans and specifications for each project
South, Nashville,
Avenue
Fourth
614
Inc.,
,
Cannon
and
Sumner
er,
Barge, Waggon
of $100.00. Checks
deposit
undable
non-ref
a
upon
3,
Thnnessee 37210,(615)252-437
Cannon, Inc.
should be made payable to Barge, Waggoner, Sumner and
form contained in the
Each proposal must be accompanied by a Bidder Bond on the
ay County Airport
-Callow
Murray
the
to
ble
accepta
proposal, from a Surety Company
to Murray-Calloway
Board or a cashier's check or certified check made payable
amount of the bid.
County Airport Board, for not less than 5 percent of the total
nce has been scheduled for
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO BIDDERS: A Pre-Bid Confere
-Calloway County Airport,
1:00 p.m. local time, on September 7, 2005, at the Murray
ing questions.
answer
and
project
the
of
scope
the
ing
discuss
of
purpose
for the
to: Mr. Jim Fain,
Envelopes containing proposals must be sealed and addressed
marked for which projChairman, 544 Airfield Lane, Murray, Kentucky 42071, and
classification, address, date
ect the proposal pertains. Also, the Contractor's name,
e.
envelop
the
on
ed
indicat
be
shall
opening
and time of the bid
of 1964 (42 U.S.C.
The City, in accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Acts
Assisted Programs of
ly
Federal
in
ation
scrimin
Non-Di
26,
Part
CFR,
49
2000d) and
it will affirmathat
bidders
all
notifies
hereby
,
rtation
the Department of Transpo
full opportunity
d
afforde
are
ises
enterpr
s
tively ensure that disadvantaged busines
discriminated against on
to submit bids in response to this invitation and will not be
ration for and award.
the grounds of race, color, sex, or national origin in conside
ble Performance and
The successful bidders will be required to furnish accepta
t Price for each bond.
Payment Bonds in the amount of(100 percent) of the Contrac
y and Property
Liabilit
Vehicle
y,
Liabilit
Public
ractors
Subcont
Contractors and
d.
Damage Insurance will be require
must appear acceptable
Bidders are advised that sureties used for obtaining bonds,
to the Department of Treasury Circular 570.
actual date of the opening
No bidder may withdraw his bid within 90 days after the
thereof.
ensure that employees and
Attention is called to the fact that the Contractors must
because of race, creed,
against
inated
discrim
applicants for employment are not
color, religion, national origin, sex or handicap status.
or to waive any formalities in the
The City reserves the right to reject any or all bids
of race, creed, color, national
basis
the
on
inate
discrim
not
does
bidding. The City
or the provisions of services.
ment
employ
in
status
p
origin, sex, religion or handica

Notice

CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
141*(N)
rpm)
Med
eel-

eid
may
Swim
end
Wait
owboy

will hold a public
The Calloway County Board of Education
on meeting
Educati
of
Board
County
y
Callowa
hearing in the
, Kentucky, on
room, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray
comments regardSeptember 1, 2005, at 6:00 p.m. to hear public
on real propcents
39.5
of
levy
tax
fund
general
d
ing a propose
y.
propert
l
persona
erty and 39.5 cents on
2005 was 38.4 cents
The General Fund tax levied in fiscal year
l property and propersona
on
cents
38.4
on real property and
General Fund tax
d
propose
The
duced revenue of $3,621,267.
cents on personal
rate of 39.5 cents on real property and 39.5
Of this amount,
758.
$3,908,
produce
to
d
expecte
property is
compensating
The
y.
propert
l
persona
$546,005 is from new and
and 38.4 cents on pertax for 2006 is 38.0 cents on real property
$3,765,294.
sonal property and is expected to produce
$287,491 above 2005 revThe general areas to which revenue of
of collections, $8,624;
Cost
enue is to be allocated are as follows: $69,717; maintenance of
,
rtation
transpo
4;
$139,43
instruction,
plant, $69,716.

revenue of
The tax rate for the preceding year was 1.4% with
$144,540.91.
0.41.

The compensating tax rate is 1.4% with revenue of $153,98

properThe revenue expected from new property and personal
ty is $16,758.05.
travel,
Increases for the 2006 budget will be in the areas of
ement.
improv
capital
and
ent,
equipm
s,
salary, facilitie

060

Netp Wonted
DANCERS

earn

$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270270-293759-2153,
(270)5342069, or
0333 after 5PM

DEPT
SERVICE
SUPER/ SEN. TECH.

Taking applications
for day cooks.
Apply in person
1-4 p.m.,
Sunday - Thursday
616 N. 12th St..
Murray

publication of this adverThe General Assembly has required
herein.
ed
contain
tion
informa
tisement and

006 If

Mks
kartel
way to lose
Learn how to
eat right for your body

riding
HORSEBACK
lessons for all levels
expenenced
from
instructor. (270)970-

(270)748-8277

1571

NEW

weight.

Mercury Marine Cert
Preferred. Must be
neat, organized and
productive. Expenence
required in 2 cycle. 4
stroke, stem drive and
systems. Sports boats
8 cruisers to 80ft.
Salary plus bonus and
benefits. Resume or in
person:
Eddy Creek Manna
Resort
7612 St. RI. 93 South
Eddyville. KY 42038
(270)388-2271

UM and Found

JUST give us a
call.
we'll be glad to
help. Your loved
one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at
the
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

IMMEDIATE opening
for full time Office
Manager and part time
assistant at Calloway
County Propane at
3040 State Route 94
East in Murray. Looking
who
someone
for
thrives in a hectic
office, enjoys customer
service and is proficient
adding
an
with
machine. Salary, commission. and full benefits. Bring resume to
office.

FULL OR PART !
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person only
FULL time positions
at
available
now
Subway, Apply in person 622 North 12th St
NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply in person at Sonic, 217 S
12th St.. Murray. No
phone calls please

SALES Management
Must
Opportunities
have excellent people
skills, good work ethic
and be willing to train
people For consideration, either call Michael
Nance 270-762-9137
or send resume to:
660-B North 12th St.,
Murray. KY 42071.

egg

TRA.NSPORT DRI1ER
STC Poked'. Ky. hits tfew
openingi for transport drivers.
WI141 hilY CDL-Ha:Mo
Tanker. Offering excellent pay,
benefiA and cowl:friers, lose
880 ney night Call(At
415-944 or loll five 14061
941-2299 or iaftrailpgacon
for tyre details on benefits.
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
sales
Professional
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bnng or mail
Fleming
resume to
Furniture. 3060 Hwy
641 N.. Murray. KY
42071.

INSURANCE

••'..

), Air.C69 labPi.1,0g 41i,.
Limousines & Vans

'

giarimpori&
1.886FOR 10116
1.803.3614747

304 Main St
siurny, HY 47/71
271175$441411

I

4

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

You are responsible for the deductible that

8fISerriee.°edified Dtiven
"
°11168..
"
kit ikelikeln.

exp.
Spots are limited so
call 1-800-851-8651
kbtransportation com

Murray

7462

((mplele Formal Wear Headquarter,.

'Home weekends, and
some during the week!
'Operate 400 MI radius
'Dedicated Runs avail-

EARLY childcare centers looking for full time
and part time help to
work with children ages
birth through afterChildcare
school.
knowldevelopment
edge required. Apply at
109 S. 15th Street,

Educator
RETIRED
(Part-Time)
You can continue to
make a difference in
young people's lives!
University
Sullivan
seeks dynamic, retired
educator to give professional presentations
in high school classWestern
in
rooms
Kentucky.
Requirements include
excellent communication skills, dependability, enthusiasm, and
flexible schedule.
Mail resume to:
Sullivan University
do Terry Atchison
4003 Rock Bay Drive
Louisville, KY 40245-

_
LBUSIIIIESS & SERVICE DIRECISW

able
'Salary pay - $850+ wk
12000 Sign-On Bonus
Benefits/Paid
*Full
Vaca
CDL A + 7 Mo OTR

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Barbara & Robert Lemonds
Carolyn & Ralph Carraway
Darrell)& Debbie Coleman
Grandchildren

the
The purpose of the hearing is to inform the public that
rate
Extension Service is proposing to take the compensating
e is
plus the allowable 4percent increase. The anticipated revenu
$170,738.46.

DRIVERSNew Dedicated Fleet!

020

words and visits.
May God bless each of you.

A public hearing has been set by the Calloway County
in the
Extension District Board for August 29, 2005 at 1:00 p.m.
Calloway County Extension Office at 310 South Fourth Street.
with
The 1979 General Assembly has required such a hearing
the enactment of House Bill 44.

Mr. Jim Fain, Chairman
Murray-Calloway County Airport

NOTICE OF HEARING

We would like to express our thanks and
appreciation to all our friends and family
for the love and concern shown to us during the illness and death of our mother.
Yourflowers, prayers, cards and food were
greatly appreciated.
Thanks to the staff of Ridgeway Funeral
Home for all their kindness shown to us.
Also to Wanza, Andrea Archer and lane
Hill for the beautiful music. A special
thanks to Trinity United Methodist
Church for the delicious food provided for
the family after the funeral.
A special thanks to Dr. Richard Blalock
and the entire staff of Long Term Care
Unit of MCCH who provided our mother
with such great care. The entire staff was
like an extendedfamily to her.
Thanks to Rev. Bob Saywellfor the beautiful service and his visit to our mother.
Also to Rev. Kerry Lanbert for his kind

The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and information contained herein.

2. F.W. Dodge Company
1033 Mt. Pleasant Road, Suite I
Evansville, Indiana 47725

Mune
Mune

The MURRAY INDEPENDENT BOARD OF EDUCATION will
hold a public hearing in the Murray Board of Education —
on
Board Room. 208 South 13th Street. Murray. Kentucky
regardts
commen
public
hear
to
,p.ca.
at
7:00
2005,
30.
AuDat
ing a proposed general fund tax levy of 49.9 cents on real propsame rates as
erty and 50.1 cents on personal property — the
2004-2005.

_

Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part A; $110 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

- PREPLANNING Commercial i'' - 'I ,
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialtst
Disposal
. a v- All Types of Refuse Serske
14100185u60

L__

PHONE CARDS
3.94
1,

Sell Memorialization,

a gift for those who
love you.

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

t/
I
— •

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Vi in' i Internet

Phone Call.1

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry IseaLs./haren [SAWS, 07111erS

S19.95 mo. _

.

Cellular Sen ice
. \l

\,

,

It 55 %dim &Tin plitinchill.t.iiiii o Is r
753-0444

For Real Estate & Contents Auction, Call
Wayne - (270)753-5086
Roger - (270)703-6000

_„004

Diana - (270)527-2931

41.00

Alb .46.-••••••

am.)

New Fleetwood Doublewide, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, priced to
move at $2,005.00 over
invoice. Only $22,695. Come to
Keith Baker Homes, Pans.
(731)644-0012
1-800-533-3568

••• -•

CLASSIFIEDS

6I3 • Monday, August 22, 2005

2005 SALE

-koo

Murray Ledger & Times

Saturday August 27th 2005 @ 10:00 AM
L4006011: 83/3 Mae Route 121 Nord',!Coldwater Cammisakyi Murray,
KY From Murray Travel 121 North 8.3 Miles To Property Sue From
Me!ifield. KY Travel 121 S 12 Miles To Property. Signs Passel!

Need to se14
your house.
Call us we will 12 acres, wooded
homesste.
Pnvacy
be glad to help. galore'
Call (270)9244112 Red Mit Realty

Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

For Arra

HAS the heat got you
down?
Are you reedy fora
change of pace?
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS
is offering full time, day
shift employment in a
friendly
controlled
atmosphere In this
manufacturing position
you will work independently. but, in a team
environment, to build
scoreboards Possible
duties may include one
or more of the following building scoreboard boxes. application of powder coat,
wiring components into
boards, final assembly
and processing/application of graphics to
boards
If you desire to be a
part of a growing cornpany with competitive
benefits and wages the
for
opportunity
advancement, send
your resume by email
to
mfgjob0scoreboardl corn Of by Mail
to 106 Max Hurt Drive.
Murray. KY 42071.
Attn
Human
Resources
HEATING & air company seeking exp
Installation techs &
Service techs Service
requires 5 yrs min exp.
commercial restaurant
exp, HVAC & retngeralion, residential HVAC
plumbing & electrical
Tools required for both
Send resume to 802
Chestnut St Murray
KY 42071
Housekeeper needed
Experience preferred
calls
No
phone
please. Apply in person at Amenhost Inn,
Murray, KY
MEDICAL assistant or
office nurse needed for
busy medical practice
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-J, Murray
KY 42071
PART time apartment
manager
Send
resumes to PO Box
160, Doe Run MO
63637
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
trA-F 9am-Ipm only' 1800-578-8799
WANTED
part-time
bookkeeper/housekeeper and errand perKnowledge ot
son
Quicken
software
required Please contact Shroat Developer
1410-A Hillwood Drive
Moray, KY 42071
270-759-3772 or 270752-0201

CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H. 759-9553
Detail
MIRACLES.
housecleaning
and
construction clean up
26 years expenence
References If interested, please call 7679428
MISS Kim's Daycare
now open in town We
offer care for ages 6
weeks to 12 years
Operating
hours
5 30AM to midnight
Monday-Saturday For
more information. call
767-0791
VICTORIA
Ann s
ExCellent Home Care
Non-mechcal care for
loved one 270-2271129

WILL clean before and
after renters sale o
home, remodeling, new
construction kit bath,
etc.
windows
Experienced Valerie.
436 5914

EARN income PT/FT
Around your schedule
Home-Based business.
www ORWHomeBiz co
m (270)748-6277
FOR brass: small
office or business
space. great location
Looking for massage
therapist. Great space
and location Call 7537132, ask for Angie or
Brandy

.41tention: INVESTOR'S, BUILDER'S, COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY BUYER'S.
UNLIMITED POTENTIAL BUILD1NG WITH EXTRA LOT
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY: TRACT I' 3,125 SQ. FL BLOCK BUILDING W/LIVING AREA ON .39 +/- ACRE LOT.
This Property Offers Unlimited Ideas. Apartments, Service Garage,
Clean-Up Shop etc..... 2 Garage Doors, Office/Living Area, Kitchen
Ares. Washer/Dryer Hook Up, 200 Amp Elec. Service, 1 Full Bath,
Hanging Heaters In Garage Area, Ventless Gas Heater. Natural Gas, &
Well Water.
TRACT 2'.465 +/- Acre Lot With 103.39 Ft. Of Hwy. 121 Frontage.
Excellent Building Lot For Home or Duplex. Chain Link Fence Around
Entire Property.

AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
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313R, 2BA, stove & ref,
DW W&D, C/G/H/A,
$525, references, no
pets 753-1059

04001
3/91-43in
I I

k 114

III%

bongo Ronk"
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

150
111F
1 obile
lHomes For Si.

Ankles
For SIN

ANTIQUES/OLD
We buy 1 or all. Call
Larry at 753-3833
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters
refrigerators air conditioners. stoves, and
doors 753-4109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

Nice Mews to
Nil Coded
VL
Zaa's
Your lbay
solU6Sors.
FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms tree DVR or HD
upgrade Call now to
see how you can get
your first month free
Also
get
HBO
Cinemax & Shovitime
tree for 3 months.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

NFL FANS
Purchase the NFL
Sunday Ticket & get
over 140 channels, 7
HBO, 12 Starr. 9
Showtime
&
3
Cinemax Free for 4
months
Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901 or 877-4550901
OCC Schwinn Stingray
bike Excellent condition, less Man 3 miles
of use $125 753-4342
OLD piano, Admiral
cabinet radio, loveseat.
exercise bicycle Call
753-1977
QUEEN
waterbed.
clean, excellent condition New in 2002 753E853
SUNTANA
Sun
System Good condition $500 080 Call
753-2753 after 6P1.4

The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

BEACH
MINI•STORAGE

SINGLE AND DOU
BLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-6424447.

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Grave+ S White rock also
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
227-2193

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths/ Both priced in
the $50's Call 731!!
6424438 t

WHITE satin wedding
dress
w/
capped
sleeves. size 16, $200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

model
USED late
mobile home. Extra
nice and clean. We
deliver and set-up
270-489-2525

Appliances
:.ar-ce- Se lent Ion
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

260
Monis Noma For Rent
2BA
2BR,
(270)527-8808

$300

'LARGE 2BR, 2BA
$275.00
•Small 2BR $225.00
753-6012
COMFORTABLE
3
cushion sofa Newly
custom upholstered in
soft squashimustard
colored cotton-blend
fabric Must sell $250
Call 762-0609

NICE 28R
753-9866

No pets

LOTS for rent
9866

[gnaw.

753-

LOTS including sewer
and water Hardin area
270-527-8806

BEGINNER'S trom
bone for sale 753
6619 or 227-3016

MOBLE home lot for
rent on 464 near
Kirksey Water, septic
and electnc available
293-1240 or 753-3712

BENGE trigger trombone for sale $475
753-6619 or 227-3016

le

tairds Far lint

2005 3 BEDROOM, 2
BATH SINGLEWIDE:
Alarm system, GE
appliances
only
$29,999" 731-5849429

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starling at 5200/mo
753-4109

2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doubleweles - Buy
today
and
save
S1 ,000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 7314424438

I. 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2. & 3BR apts available Please call 7538221

3 BED, 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE - Land packages available' Low
down
payment'
Awesome financing
731-584-9429

1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty 7534444
113R 1 bath studio.
$3-35 month 753-7559

3BR mobile home and
lot. $16,500. 753-6012

1BR. 1 bath, washer &
dryer, $325 month
753-7559

ARROWHEAD Home
Sales has expanded
for
the
growing
demand of manufactured and System build
housing For a larger
selection of quality
built, energy efficient
homes at the best dollar value, come by
Arrowhead
Home
Sales. Inc 2003 East
Wood St. Pans, TN
38242

1BR all appliances
Oaks Apts starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR 2 bath. 2 blocks
from MSU, w/cl hookup, no pets $350 per
month
deposit
&
References required
Daytime
753-3949
after 6pm 759-3050

ARROWHEAD Home
Sales was voted the
best
manufactured
Home dealership by
If-se readers of the Pans
Intelligencer
Post
Come by and see why
Arrowhead
Home
Sales. Inc. 2003 East
Wood St. Parts, TN
MID 70's model. 12x60
trailer, central A/C and
utility pole included
must move. $3,500
436-5343 or 436-2940

2BR. IBA, range,
refngerator. dishwasher, w&d. CIE/14/A, no
pets. Stadium View Dr..
$425 month 753-7559

SHARP, REPO 001JBLEWIDE: Fireplace.
front porch. Cal today"
731-584-9429

•• • • • •• • •

2BR, central gas heat
central air. $275 and
up, some wiehevi carpet. Coleman RE 7594118
4BR, 2 bath all appliances. central H/A
rates
Reduced
Coleman RE 759-4118
DUPLEX, 2BR, C/H/A,
lease, no pets. 1909
Westwood Dr. 753
8002
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for lbr
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent 5360/ month. Call
753-1970
Leave
Message
LARGE 1BR duplex
C/H/A,
Remodeled,
lots of storage, nice
area,
no
pets.
$350/mo. 767-0433.
293-5090
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newts/ Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE. clean 1BR apartment Univ. Hts All
appliances furnished
$325
Fumiehed 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments
downtown Starting at
$245
No
pets
Lease.
deposit
753-4937
days 753-1951 or 7598926 nights
RED OAKS APTS.
Spacial
$100 Deposit
1BR From $2130
28R From $325
Call Today!
7534888

2BR 2 bath. W&D
water
Included
$550-mo 753-2225

•

BOAT, pontoon, & RV
storage 12' tall doors
in front, can drive
through New metal
bldg. 628 S. 3rd St
Ext. 753-4763

SPACIOUS 3BR, 2
bath
duplex
off
Robertson Rd Extra
nice, no pets, 1 year
lease
deposit. 2931440
VENTURE Property
Mgt New 1 telidroom
apts. Furnished w/ all
appliances, 1 yr lease,
NO PETS' Close to
campus 767-9111 or
978-1107
VERY nice 1BR, 1
Bath. central 1-VA, all
appliances with W/D
Great location. 1 year
tease, 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2905

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Safia dean
•We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1 duplex for sale in
Northwood, $89,000
293-1446
Commerical Prop. For Rini
52X60
commercial
building for rent. Has
restrooms (270)4748000
707 South 12th Street.
South Center 700,
1,000, 1,200 sq ft.
Available
in
Phone
September
753-1252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty of parking, near
judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat

ligilPalsFor Si.
2 lots with restrictions
1 5 acres & 1 acre 5
des north or Murray
V52-7312
LOT #13 in Bethel
Estates Subdivision on
Bethel Church Rd. 699
acres, set up tor mobile
home, has septic system. $8,900 Starks
Bros. Mobile Homes 1800-455-3001

1

FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
House close to

Murray.
753-9075.
227-2193
38R. 28A. Southwest
side of town. Call for
price. 293-3910, 7594762 after 6:00 pm.
A FRAME 2BR, 1/2
acre lot on Hwy 497 by
Kentucky
Lake
$15,000
080
4270653-4517_
FOR sale: 2BR furnished
cabin, fire
place. KY Lake 12
miles South Murray city
limits. 520 Mills Ln
(731)364-5596
HOUSES
for sale
some with acreage
Call 270-339-8824 or
270-339-8823
NEW 3,500 sq.tt home
on bluff overlooking
Creeks near Murray. 10
acres. 270-767-0958.
270-519-13570

2003 Honda Shadow
9,xxx miles. black &
chrome, excellent condition, many extras.
$4,500 OBO 759-3599
after 5 30PM
'01 Heritage Softtail,
black, many extras
new condition 4928854

F

ir
Sa
eort Witty Vehicles

1997
MUST
sell
Pathfinder
Nissan
condition,
Excellent
$5.100 Call 761-4339

PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
REGISTERED Collie
puppies Wormed, 1st
shot Available Sept I
$125 354-6619

1999 Ford Explorer
Sport Black, loaded,
axe, leather $6,300
(270)753-4022

Rat
REGISTERED
Terrier puppies for sale
Wormed and 1st shots.
tails dipped, dew claws
removed 5 males
$125 489-2652

ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
'Residential
Free Estimatee
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279

2002 Ford Explore
XLS, 2WD. Powe
windows
steering,
door locks and rterrors,
new tires, keyless
entry. cruise control
A/C. 121,000 miles
$8,500 OBO 270-7539260
1992 Ford Explorer
Good condition 51.000
080. 753-5328 or 7520126

AUTRY
ROOFING
•.
'01 work guarantee
ROBY AWRY

.

U's",,
2004 Mazda RX8, 4door, fully loaded, tow
mites Call (270)4928140 days (270)7538623 after 6PM
Was
1990 raised top full size
customized Chevy van
1 owner, lots of extras,
condition,
excellent
155,000 miles. $3.000
060. 759-1503, 2931545

BACKHOE 111
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
-Trash
CALLOWAY
761-3740,
Service
293-4045
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks,
etc. 752-0500, 7593229

CHEVY 2000 S-10 4cylinder, ext. cab,
71,xxx, running boards,
teanue cover, very
clean, $6,500 4373870

seeding, Topsoil
Work.
inle
Wholesale Plano

2002 silver Chevrolet
Silvered° 1500 pickup
truck, V-6 engine Call
753-6784

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Ask about our painting
special.
293-5436

f

illill
oab Motors

DUAL jet ski trailer
$400 0130 759-1503
293-1545

DOZER WORK
INSTALL 8 REPAIR
SEPT1C SYSTEMS a
GRAVEL HAUUNG.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

21' Baja. low hours,
older boat, great condition, cuddy, fast. 4366133
1978 16ft Mark Twain
Boat,
115HP
Ski
Mercury
Outboard.
Great condition, runs
great. new seats, skis,
ski vests, all accessories included, $1,500
OBO (270)753-9260
530
Saving Maid
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
4.4.§1.4:141
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
49246811 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters

ELECTRICIAN
New Const/Remodel/
or trouble. Lic and ins
w/ 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
HOUSECLEANING.
7533802
JUNK/Rubbish
Removal, clean out
attics, garages, yard
waste, etc Low rates
(270)489-2583

LAYTON

Hudson.
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 767-0213
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal "Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Deer
753-5827

A-1
Lambs
Tree
Service- Hauling, Junkcleanup, gutter cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AFFORDABLE carpentry. No job too small.
No job too big. Collins
Contracting
Restoration. 293-4954,
436-5178
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches. decks, sun
rooms, rooting, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage
Larry Nimm,.
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
APPLiANcE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES

MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains
cleared, plumbing fixtures
repaired
or
installed
(270)9780133

PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowrng
Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work
270-436-5507 Home
270.293-7717 Cell

22 YEARS EXPERIENCE

(270)226-9390
(270)4924191
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chock Van Buren

11 II 11.111iIllil I I (1 1111 1'1'A

7674597•731-5664»
Cwo 7-31.111.;

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
Builder
Rooting,Decks Siding
753-2592

ill

SHIH-TZU S&Vir paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

HORSE SHOEING
farrier
certified
General, corrective
Corey Scarbrough 731571-1383

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
"Brick "All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•Aer t .se Hrx Water -Parking Lots & DrivewaNs

David Borders
(2701 527-7176 or (2701 293-0939

•.•

KY Lake Barkley 200
ft. pebble.beach! View
miles of water and
spectacular sunsets'
Great building Site for
lakefront living Only
$74,900. Call owner
(270)924-4328

2000 lsuzu Rodeo
Low mileage, excellent
condition, must sell.
$9,999 OBO. 759-8006

David's Cleaning
Services

••
•

TWO story bride apartmerit building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
270-753$125,000
4109, 270-227-1545

-11:11
140oss For 3ab

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
1270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

Cambridge
2BR Apt
area 293-6968
2BR, IBA. all appliances. nice area, close
to campus. deposit and
lease required, $400
per month 293-5671

3EIR, 1.58A in Kirksey
area No pets. $500 a
month plus deposit
489-2940

38R 2BA near lake
Beach and pool privileges For more information call 270-3548456

REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% Down Day Of Sale Balance In 30
Days. A 10% Buyer's Premium Will Be Added To The Final Bid And
Included In The Contract Price.

I I N.

28R, 1 513A, All appliances furnished Newly
redecorated no pets
References required
753-7522

38R, 1BA, $385 per
month plus deposit
978-0742

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.harrisauctions.com

(1.701
247-32K1

2 bedroom house on
two acres Southwest
area. Or will sell $400
+ deposit No pets
435-4226

Real Estate For Sale
By Owner
Rental Property
421 South tfth Street
4 Units, 3 1 BR, 1 2 or
3-BR
Become a landlord with
no down payment
Seller will finance 20%
down payment with
Your good credit, and
seller will pay
closing costs Asking
$120,000. 1-800-2946442

Properly

BUY ANY TRACT, COMBINATION, OR ENTIRE PROPERTY
Call Harris Real Estate & Audios For Brochure Or A Private Viewing!

11%11 R
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Techniciar
Spysvare removal
759.3556
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LookingBack
10 years ago.
Twenty applicants braved the
scorching heat on Aug. 18 vying
for two vacant positions on the
Murray Fire Department. After
taking written tests and preliminary, practices, they went to the
Murray-Calloway County Park to
perform the final physical tests,
according to Murray Fire Chief
Pat Scou.
'Otis Wilson was honored at a
reception in celebration of his
90th birthday at the Hazel Community Center on Aug. 20. The
event was hosted by his children.
Kenlake State Park will host
the sixth annual Hot August Blues
Festival Aug. 25-27.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of Gwyn
Key with her students at Southwest Elementary School. The photo
was by Staff Photographer David
Tuck. A total of 934 students are
enrolled at Calloway High, 556
at North Elementary, 516 at East
Elementary and 452 at Southwest.
M.C. Garrott writes about
Bryant McClure whose left arm,
leg and side were totally paralyzed by a German sniper's bullet during World War II in his
column, "Garrott's Galley."
Births, reported include a boy
to Cheryl and Wade Boehmer,
Aug. 16; a girl to Charlene and
Charles McClure and a girl to Charlotte and Bobby Lowe, Aug. 17.

30 years ago
Published is a picture of the
top winners in the Junior Division (ages 9-13) of the Kentucky
4-H Health Demonstration Competition held Aug. 16 at the Kentucky State Fair at Louisville.
Included is Mary Morris, 13, of
Calloway County who won on
her demonstration, "Health is

Greater Than Wealth."
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hendrickson, Aug. 5; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Donald Dublin and
=a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Neil Bentley, Aug. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. David Wnght were
married 30 years Aug. 18.

40 years ago
Published is a picture of Johnnie and Janey Kelso of Calloway
County who placed first and third
respectively in Horse Show held
as part of 4-H Club Day at the
Purchase District Fair at Mayfield.
Max Cole, 24, died Aug. 17
at noon at Athens, Ala. His death
was from injuries sustained from
a fall while working on a tower
for the Tennessee Valley Authority. He was the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. J.W. Cole of Rt. 2, Murray.
Mary Junia Foy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. S.V. Foy of Murray, and Robert S. Allen were
married Aug. 21 in Lexington.

50 years ago
Calloway County Schools will
open Aug. 29, according to Buron
Jeffrey, superintendent of Calloway
County Schools. This will be at
Alma, Faxon , Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove, New Concord. Coldwater,
Dexter and Independence. High
school principals are William B.
Miller, Almo; Charlie Lassiter,
Faxon; Guy Lovins, Hazel; M.B.
Rogers, Kirksey; Raymond Story,
Lynn Grove; and Edward Curd,
New Concord.
Capt. Otis H. Erwin of Murray who is on duty with the Air
Rescue Service in Korean, has
been awarded the Commendation
Ribbon for Meritorious Service.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 22, the
234th day of 2005. There are 131
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 22. 1775, Britain's
King George III proclaimed the
American colonies in a state of
open rebellion.
On this date:
In 1485, England's King
Richard III was killed in the Battle of Bosworth Field, ending the

War of the Roses.
In 1787, inventor John Fitch
demonstrated his steamboat on the
Delaware River to delegates of
the Continental Congress.
In 1851, the schooner America outraced the Aurora off the
English coast to win a trophy that
came to be known as the America's Cup.
In 1902, President Theodore
Roosevelt became the first U.S.
chief executive to ride in an auto-

DEAR ABBY: As a practicing physician, a mother, and
CEO of the nation's largest
health foundation, the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation, I
care deeply about the 45 million Ameriwho
cans
lack health
insurance -especially
the 8.4 million uninsured children.
These
Dear Abby kids often
not
do
receive
By Abigail
needed medVan Buren
ical care for
sore throats, earaches and asthma. However, many of them
are eligible for programs that
provide low-cost or free healthcare coverage, even if their
parents work and earn only
modest incomes.
These programs exist in
every state and the District of
Columbia through Medicaid
and the State Children's Health
Insurance Program. Eligibility
varies by state.
Making sure our children
have health-care coverage is
an investment in their healthy
future as well as our nation's.
RISA LAVIZZO-MOUREY,
M.D., PRESIDENT AND CEO
DEAR DR. LAVIZZOMOUREY: Thank you for the
important heads-up.
Readers, the Robert Wood

mobile, in Hartford, Conn,
In 1985, 55 people died when
fire broke out aboard a British
Airtours charter jet on a runway
at Manchester Airport in England.
In 1989, Black Panther cofounder Huey P. Newton was shot
to death in Oakland, Calif.
Ten years ago: Democratic Congressman Mel Reynolds of Illinois was convicted in Chicago of
sexual misconduct involving an
underage campaign volunteer.

Johnson Foundation sponsors
a program nationwide called
"Covering Kids and Families,"
and encourages parents of noninsured children to call (tollfree)877-543-7669(877-KIDSNOW)to find out if your children are eligible. The need is
great, so please don't wait to
place that call.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I am engaged
to be married. The problem is
that "Todd" and I come from
different religions. I'm a
Catholic and he is a Baptist.
Todd refuses to even consider being married in a
Catholic church and, because
he won't, I won't get married
in his. .I really want a church
wedding, and my mother doesn't want me to be married in
any other church.(I don't attend
church on a regular basis.)
So, what do I do to get
my perfect wedding? -- CONFUSED IN KENTUCKY
DEAR CONFUSED: That
depends upon what you consider a "perfect wedding." If
it involves being married in a
Catholic church, you will have
to break this engagement and
find a nice Catholic boy. If
it's marrying Todd. you will
probably have to change religions.
Because this is a subject
about which neither of you
seems willing to compromise,
I strongly recommend that the
two of you get premarital-counseling. It appears there are many
important subjects you need
to discuss -- including in which
religion you plan to raise your
children.
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Heart medication may
not be best remedy

Giving kids access to health
care ensures a healthy future
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DEAR DR GOTT: My wife Such problems include addi-'recently suffered a heart attack tional heart damage, angina or
and was hospitalized. In a fol- resistant cardiac irregularities.
low-up, her cardiologist gave In other words, until the artefour riosclerotic obstructions have-'
her
choices of been addressed, she is at risk:.
If your wife wishes only to"
treatment:
heart take medication, her cardiolorhythm gist will probably prescribe s
medication, combination of drugs, includheart elec- ing nitroglycerine, beta-blockt ro shock, ers, calcium-channel blockers
angioplasty or a host of other medications
or bypass specifically designed to alter the
measDr. Gott surgery. At pulse. These stop-gap Soon73. she is ures are not permanent:
reluctant to er or later the blockages will.
By
Dr. Peter Gott undergo any enlarge and cause more sympfurther sur- toms — at which point she
gical procedures and has opted will have to reconsider her
to try the medication first. decision not to have angioplasty or bypass surgery.
What is involved with this?
Because her cardiologist is
DEAR READER: Patients
who suffer heart attacks have an expert in these matters. I
arteriosclerotic blockages in believe that your wife should
their coronary arteries. These follow his advice. If he sug- •
obstructions prevent vital nutri- gests angioplasty or bypass, I
ents from reaching the cardiac urge her to relent.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I sufmuscle, causing pain, heart
from gout and wonder what
fer
irreguelectrical
damage and
can be done for control.
•. .
larities of the heartbeat.
DEAR READER: Gout is.
Your wife apparently has
an irregular cardiac rhythm as a form of acute arthritis caused.a consequence of her heart dis- by an accumulation of uric.'
order. Ideally, this should be acid in the joints. It is inher...'
corrected with angioplasty or ited, or can be caused by cer•-•
tam n prescription diuretic medbypass surgery.
If she chooses to avoid these ications such as the thiazides.
procedures, her heart rhythm Diagnosis depends on blood
could be shocked back to nor- tests and analysis of the joint
mal with an electrical current fluid.
Therapy for acute attacks or treated with drugs to slow
the pulse and make it more includes colchicine. Motrin and
other prescription medications.
regular.
However, these two options Gout can be prevented by takare not curative: The block- ing daily doses of allopurinol,
age that remains will cause a prescription drug that low-further problems in the future. ers the level of uric acid.

DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I rent a house from her mother. I run a home-based business and use our bedroom as
an office. On several occasions I have returned to the
house and found my business
documents rearranged.
I suspected someone was
going through the house in
our absence, so I set up my
camcorder and left it running
one 'aftetnooti.`''When" I artie
home later, I played it back
and saw I had caught "on
tape" my mother-in-law going
through our personal belongings and my private papers.
I'm afraid if we confront
her she might evict us. How
should we handle this? -- DISAPPOINTED SON-IN-LAW
IN FLORIDA
DEAR DISAPPOINTED:
Do not confront her. Install a
deadbolt lock on your bedroom/office door and keep it
locked whenever you're away
from the house. And as soon
as you can save enough- to
rent or buy another place. get
the heck out of there.
•••

r.
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ContractBridge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
+83
110 Q 10
•K 9 7 6
+A Q 1 87
EAST
WEST
4AKQ.192
•10 7 6 5 4
V95

•7 6 4
•

•1096 2

•

SOUTH
IP A K J 8 3 2
•Q 10 8 5 4
•K 4
The bidding:
North
14

East
1•

South
3 IP

West
4•

5
5•
Pass
Pass
6•
Opening lead — five of spades.
This deal occurred in the quarterfinal match between Italy and the
United States at the 2004 World
Team Championship in Istanbul last
fall. The Italians defeated their longtime rivals by the slender margin of
12 IMPs in the 80-deal clash, and
then went on to win the world title by
downing the Netherlands in the final.
Russia finished third, and China
fourth.
The Italy-U.S. confrontation was
an up-and-down affair, with the lead
changing hands many times over the
five lb-board segments. Today's deal
helped put the Americans into the

lead at the end of the second set. '
The bidding shown took place.
when Norberto Bocchi and GiorgioDuboin were North-South for Italy.,;.
Duboin ruled the opening spade -.
lead and had to decide how to broach....
the trump suit.
West's four-spade bid indicated a- distributional hand with few high....
cards, so it would seem that declarer .
-watbaria bast by leading a low dia.....
mood from his hand to see whether ,
West had a singleton honor. In the '
actual case, this would have resolved
the issue immediately. If an honor
did not appear, declarer would play •
the king, and if it lost to the ace, ha'
would have to decide whether to,".
finesse East for the jack when the,
suit was next led from dummy.
Instead, Duboin crossed to _
dummy with a club at trick two and-, '
led a diamond to the queen. When •
this lost to the singleton ace, he had"-'
to go down one.

At the other table, where Bobby
Levin and Steve Weinstein of the
U.S. held the North-South cards,
they also reached six diamonds and
got a spade lead. Here, too, the Italian West had leaped to four spades at '
his first turn.
Weinstein considered his first
play in the trump suit very carefully.
and found the winning line by leading low from his hand at trick two.
The appearance of West's ace gave
the U.S a lb-IMP pickup on the
deal.
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1 Bikini top
4 Sp or Ger
8 Empty
12 Fish without
scales
13 Horror-film
servant
14 Idyllic spot
15 Proficient
17 Make turbid
19 Petite as
20 Opulent
21 Satan leaders
23 Tooth puller's
deg
24 Shark domains
26 Proof ender
29 Deli sandwich
30 Tobacco wad
31 Young chickens
33 Hooky player
35 Curds
companion
38 Strode along
37 Coach — Shula
38 Composure
40 Like that

42 Crochet project
44 Ft above sea
level
46 Startled cry
48 500 sheets
49 Sudden
50 LEM Iander
52 German
industrial region
54 Role for
Whoop
55 Prepare Sour
56 Cable channel
57 JAMA readers

DOWN
Disguise item
Fixed up
Baldwin at films
Ignited
Silver.
in the lab
6 Viking base
7 Pun feedback
8 Lugosi
of 'Dracula"
9 — hoc
committee

1
2
3
4
5

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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8-22 it 2008 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
10 Breed of cat
11 Arnapois grad
16 Rats'
18 Office holders
21 Panhandles
22 Team

&WM
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MEMO MOM MI
ME= MEM
AIM MAME= dad
ME= AM=
MAMMEM AMMO=
IMO AM=
MOM OM= AM
WOW= Ed=
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sta rted 000
1

25 Roadster
27 One, to Fritz
28 Insect killer
29 Safari sight
30 Nordidues'
home
31 Intro
32 Letter after pi
33 Elmer Fudd

g.
34 Tachometer
mess
36 Andes
ruminants
38 Ripon

Pteryear.

6 me.........
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39 CYCie Pan
40 Organize
(2 wds.)
41 Bakery
fixtures
43 Keg-party site

45 Gil alternative
46 Add- —
(extras)
47 Yes, in Kyoto
49 Prince
Vallant's
eldest
51 W Coast

metropolis
53 News agcy
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Goc‘is
1. Win
?.ste. 0,6vt.
A dry-erase board shows the two goals in mind for the
Calloway County and Murray High School football teams
Saturday night in the third annual Pella Progress Bowl at
Calloway County High School.

Pella Bowl Shines In 905
It was a weekend of pigskin at Calloway County High School,
where four teams, including the Tigers and Lakers, kicked off
their seasons in the third annual Pella Progress Bowl

Laker wide receiver Chase Chrisman hauls in
this pass from Devon Winchester in the first
half

4

Murray High School's Jon Wilson (33) runs to the outside as Dyerburg's Austin Lyons grabs a piece of Wilson's
jersey in the second half of Saturday night's first game.

Hugh Rollins, senior quarterback for the Tigers, tries to
avoid the tackle by Dyersburg s Ouen Elam.

Devon Winchester goes deep against
Dyer County for the Lakers

Cafloway County running beck Aaron Dossey Is brought down by Dyer County's Adam Ultendaal in the first half of
the night cap

Ledger & Times Photos by MICHAEL DANN

Joey Jackson. a Murray senior defensive linemani
wraps up Dyerburg's Rashad Taylor in the first half.

